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DECISION
Introduction
On July 1, 2004, the Department of Market Regulation issued the Complaint in
this proceeding against Florida Discount Securities, Inc. (“Florida Discount” or the

“firm”), Bruce E. Rich (“Rich”), Charles P. Celestin (“Celestin”), Fernando Fernandez
(“Fernandez”), Adam T. Forman (“Forman”), Mark W. Eshleman (“Eshleman”), Kristian
F. Sierp (“Sierp”), Marc C. Kimmel (“Kimmel”), Shannon L. Norris (“Norris”), and
Dante F. Calicchio (“Calicchio”). The Complaint alleges that each of those named
respondents engaged in fraudulent sales practices involving the solicitation, purchase, and
sale of the common stock of two highly speculative over-the-counter (“OTC”) equity
securities, in violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and SEC
Rule 10b-5, and NASD Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310, and IM-2310-2. More
specifically, the Complaint alleges that, under Rich’s direction, Florida Discount became
a “boiler room” that sold the common stock of Combined Professional Services, Inc.,
(“CPFS”) and BSD Software, Inc., (“BSDS”) through, among other things, an aggressive
cold-calling campaign that involved high-pressure sales tactics, misrepresentations and
omissions of material facts, baseless performance and price predictions, unauthorized and
unsuitable purchases, and an undisclosed no net-selling practice. The Complaint alleges
that customers of Florida Discount bought a total of more than $24 million of CPFS and
BSDS stock, eventually sustaining realized losses of more than $1.1 million, and
unrealized losses estimated to exceed $3.5 million.
The Complaint also alleges that Florida Discount and Rich violated NASD
Conduct Rules 2110 and 3010 by egregiously failing to supervise the firm’s registered
representatives and associated persons. It alleges that Rich also violated NASD
Procedural Rule 8210 by refusing to answer NASD staff’s questions and provide
requested information during his investigative testimony. Finally, the Complaint alleges
that Fernandez, Forman, Sierp, Kimmel, Norris and Calicchio each failed to update his
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Form U-4 to reflect that he was a subject of an NASD investigation into unlawful
activities at Florida Discount, in violation of NASD Conduct Rule 2110, IM-1000-1, and
Article III, Section 4(f), and Article V, Section 2(c), of NASD By-Laws.
Respondents Rich, Fernandez, Forman, Sierp, Norris, and Eshleman filed answers
to the Complaint, denying any violations and requesting a hearing. Respondents Florida
Discount, Calicchio, Celestin, and Kimmel failed to respond to the Complaint or a
Second Notice of Complaint and Complaint that was sent to them on July 30, 2004. As a
result, the Department of Market Regulation was ordered to file a Motion for Entry of
Default Decision against those respondents who failed to file answers to the Complaint.
The Hearing Officer is issuing a separate Default Decision against Calicchio, Celestin,
and Kimmel, granting the Motion and imposing sanctions. That Default Decision is
being served concurrently with this Decision.1
On November 10, 2004, the National Adjudicatory Council (“NAC”) of NASD
accepted Offers of Settlement from Respondents Rich and Florida Discount, barring Rich
and expelling Florida Discount for engaging in fraudulent sales practices and egregiously
failing to supervise registered representatives and associated persons, as charged in the
Complaint. In barring Rich, the NAC also found that, as alleged in the Complaint, he
refused to provide requested information during his investigative testimony.
A hearing on the Complaint against Respondents Fernandez, Forman, Eshleman,
Sierp and Norris was held in Boca Raton, Florida, on February 22 through March 1,
2005, before an Extended Hearing Panel composed of the Hearing Officer and two
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The Default Decision bars Calicchio, Celestin, and Kimmel for engaging in fraudulent sales practices, in
violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and SEC Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and
NASD Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310, and IM-2310-2. It also finds Calicchio and Kimmel liable for
failure to update their Forms U-4, in violation of NASD Rules and By-Laws.
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former members of the District 10 Committee, one of whom is a former member of the
Board of Governors.2 The 1,828 page transcript records the testimony of 23 witnesses
and the introduction of 154 exhibits. The parties, with the exception of Respondent
Eshleman, filed post-hearing briefs on May 9, 2005.
Findings of Fact3
I. Background
The essential facts that describe the structure of the fraudulent scheme, as they
relate to its implementation and operation by Bruce Rich and his business partners, are
not in dispute. The nature and extent of participation in that scheme by the individual
respondents in this case are at issue.
A. The Investigation of CPFS
In late July 2002, the staff of the Department of Market Regulation (the “staff”)
saw an article on the Internet about CPFS. The article asked how a shell company with
no cash, no revenues, no business, and no immediate prospects could be selling at prices
above six dollars a share. Searching the public filings on the SEC website, the staff
learned that CPFS was indeed a shell with no operating history, no revenues, minimal
assets, and no financial resources.4 The financial statements by its auditors noted that
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Although they had not filed Answers to the Complaint, nor participated in this proceeding in any manner,
Respondent Calicchio appeared at the beginning of the hearing, and Respondent Kimmel appeared on the
fourth day of the hearing. Because of their prior non-participation, the Department of Market Regulation
had not prepared a case against either Calicchio or Kimmel. However, both Calicchio and Kimmel were
permitted to testify on their own behalf, but only on the issue of sanctions. Calicchio was called as a
witness by the Department of Market Regulation.
3
References to the Department of Market Regulation’s exhibits are designated as C_, followed by the page
number (where the exhibit is on-the-record testimony, the transcript page and line numbers are referenced);
Respondent Eshleman’s exhibits, as RE_; Respondent Sierp’s exhibits, as RS_; and the transcript of the
hearing, as Tr._.
4
C7 p. 2; Tr. 1598:21-1599:3.
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there was a substantial doubt about the company’s ability to continue as a going concern.5
CPFS was reportedly looking for a company to acquire or to merge with, although it had
not identified any prospects.6 There were no current press releases; however, there was a
May 2001 press release that announced a new business plan to become a consolidator of
a highly fragmented, local and regional brokerage firm industry.7 Nevertheless, the
public filings made no mention of such a change in CPFS’s business plan.8 In fact, in
subsequent filings the company reiterated that it was still searching for an appropriate
target and was not restricting its search to any specific business, industry, or geographical
location.9
CPFS stock had been dormant until March 2001, when there was a sudden spike
in the price and volume of the security. More than 90 percent of the retail buying activity
came from one clearing firm, Fiserve, and almost all of that activity was generated by
Florida Discount. The staff also noted a connection between Florida Discount and CPFS.
According to the public filings, in June 2001, CPFS exchanged 150,000 shares of its
common stock for 49 shares of Florida Discount Securities. The transaction was valued
at $3,320. Accordingly, the value of CPFS stock was approximately 2.2 cents per share,
while, at the same time, the stock was trading at approximately $8.75 per share.
B. The Investigation of BSDS
The staff’s search of an address for CPFS revealed another public company at that
same address: BSDS. The staff saw a pattern in the trading of BSDS that was similar to
5

C7 pp. 6, 18, 23; Tr. 1600:15-22.
C7 p. 3; Tr. 1599:4-8. In addition, CPFS’s public filings warned shareholders and potential investors of,
among other risks, the possibility that any business combination would likely have a significant diluting
effect and would likely depress the market price of CPFS shares. C7 p. 7; Tr. 1599:9-1600:12.
7
C19 p. 3; Tr. 1606:5-11.
8
C11-C18; Tr. 1606:12-15.
9
C14 p. 3, C15 p. 2.
6
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what they had seen in CPFS. The price and volume history showed that the stock was
dormant until around November 2001, when, again in this stock, there was a sudden
spike in price and volume. Again, more than 90 percent of the retail buy volume was
generated by Florida Discount.
The staff’s search of the SEC website showed that BSDS was a blank check
company whose sole purpose was to acquire or merge with another company. BSDS has
minimal assets, negative stockholder equity, no revenues, no operations, and limited
financial resources. Its auditor’s statement noted a substantial doubt about the company’s
ability to continue as a going concern. The staff found an announcement that in
November 2001, BSDS had acquired a privately held Florida corporation, Benchmark
Software Development. Just days before the acquisition, Benchmark Software
Development, which had the same address as CPFS and BSDS, had been incorporated by
Jeff Spanier. BSDS’s public filings with the SEC made no mention of the Benchmark
Software acquisition.10 A copy of the stock purchase agreement between BSDS and
Benchmark Software that was in Florida Discount’s files showed that BSDS exchanged
1,000 shares of its common stock for all of the shares of Benchmark Software.11 Using
the then current market price of BSDS, Benchmark Software was acquired for
approximately $6,500.12
On December 11, 2001, BSDS announced that it had entered into a Letter of
Intent with an 18 year-old privately held Florida corporation that operated in the software
industry.13 However, BSDS’s Form 10-KSB for the year ended December 31, 2001, and
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Tr. 1630:23-1631:4.
C40; Tr. 1629:18-1630:13.
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Tr. 1630:14-22.
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subsequent filings made no mention of this potential transaction.14 Moreover, BSDS’s
public filings disclosed that it had neither identified a target company nor “engaged in
any negotiations with any specific entity regarding the possibility of a transaction.”15
C. Principals of CPFS and BSDS
The sole officer and director of both CPFS and BSDS was Jeff Spanier, a person
who had worked at Florida Discount as a recruiter of brokers, including Eshleman,
Forman, Sierp, and Kimmel.16 CPFS’s public filings, and an August 12, 2002, press
release, confirmed that Spanier had become CPFS’s sole officer and director on July 18,
2002, and, at that time, was issued 4 million shares, or 60% of the total issued and
outstanding shares, of CPFS’s common stock.17
The August 12, 2002, press release also noted both that CPFS held a 4.9 percent
interest in PBJ Holdings, the parent company of Florida Discount, and that the beneficial
owner of PBJ Holdings owned 300,000 shares of CPFS stock.18 Bruce Rich owned PBJ
Holdings and was the president of Florida Discount. Rich described Paul Harary as a
partner and the money behind Florida Discount.19 The acronym PBJ purportedly stands
for Paul [Harary], Bruce [Rich], and Jeff [Spanier].
In addition, the August 12, 2002, press release announced that CPFS had signed a
letter of intent to acquire Muni Financial, Inc., a Florida based financial services
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C35-C38; Tr. 1631:5-12.
C35 pp. 19, 25; Tr. 1631:13-17.
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C160; Tr. 540:9-23.
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company.20 The owner of Muni Financial, was Joseph Muni, a registered representative
with Florida Discount.21
On September 5, 2002, a press release disclosed that CPFS had signed a letter of
intent to acquire the National College Planning Group, Inc. (“NCPG”), a Florida based
“financial membership services company.”22 Celestin, a registered representative and
principal with Florida Discount, was NCPG’s president.23
D. Examination of Florida Discount
On September 10, 2002, the staff appeared at the office of Florida Discount to
conduct a three-day examination of its trading in CPFS and BSDS. On that same date,
Respondents Forman and Fernandez, through counsel, wrote to Bruce Rich, questioning
the appropriateness of an announcement by CPFS of a proposed acquisition, and seeking
indemnity from any sales they had made of CPFS. Over the course of the next three
months, the staff took on-the-record testimony from those involved with CPFS and BSDS
at Florida Discount.
II. Setup of a Boiler Room Operation
Bruce Rich, Paul Harary, and Jeff Spanier recruited registered representatives
who were high school graduates and relatively new to the securities industry to staff a
classic “boiler room” operation, primarily dedicated to selling its two “house stocks,”
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C19.
C22; Tr. 1606:17-1607:2. Florida corporation records, which were available on the state’s website,
showed that Muni Financial, Inc., was a company owned and operated by Muni and his wife. C21;
Tr. 1606:17-1607:9.
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C19 p. 9.
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CPFS and BSDS.24 Eshleman and Forman (both of whom had experience as brokers)
were offered signing bonuses, and all brokers were promised various incentives for
selling the two house stocks to customers. Rich promised a 100 percent payout on
commissions generated from sales of both CPFS and BSDS.25 In addition, he promised
bonuses for soliciting those stocks. For example, he offered a $5,000 bonus to any broker
whose client bought 10,000 shares of stock.26 On occasion, he would promise vacations
for those who sold large amounts of CPFS or BSDS.27 He also told the “senior brokers”,
including Forman, Fernandez, Sierp, Celestin, and Kimmel, that they would receive stock
options, the size of which were linked to how well they performed in selling CPFS to
their customers.28 With regard to BSDS, Rich told the brokers that they would lock up
the stock at Florida Discount and then sell the stock to another branch office that Florida
Discount would open in New York.29 The boiler room operation was characterized by
the use of misleading sales scripts, unsuitable recommendations, a no net-selling practice,
and systematic unauthorized transactions.
A. The Use of Misleading Sales Scripts
Rich, who engineered the fraudulent promotion of CPFS and BSDS, tightly
controlled the flow of information about the two stocks by restricting access to that
24

C168 31:8-19. Eshleman is a college graduate, with a degree in chemistry, and had been employed by
several firms as a registered representative, including Shochet Securities, Inc., by whom he was employed
for 12 years. Tr. 538:1-539:13. Sierp has been a registered representative with several firms since 1994.
C51 p. 3.
25
Tr. 1435:22-1436:3; C170 29:13-30:7.
26
C176 29:9-11, 115:21-116:2. Eshleman was told that he could earn the signing bonus he was originally
promised, a promise on which Rich reneged, if he sold 10,000 shares of CPFS within a designated time
period. C172 42:7-11.
27
Tr. 1226:2-9, 1228:21-25.
28
Tr. 1227:6-1228:17, 1443:2-9, 1790:13-21, 1791:11-1792:7. Fernandez and Forman claimed that it was
not clear whether the options would be for CPFS stock or Florida Discount stock. Tr. 1227:24-1228:8,
1443:6-9. Nevertheless, the distinction was immaterial to the brokers. Fernandez thought that the options
were going to be from the CPFS merger. C168 61:16-21. Forman wasn’t sure: “I don’t know if it was
going to be Florida Discount or CPFS. I think they could be the same thing, if that matters.” Tr. 1228:5-8.
29
Tr. 1447:10-1449:11.
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information and distributing scripted sales pitches he demanded be followed when the
brokers solicited their customers.
Generally, the scripts for both CPFS and BSDS followed the same pattern –
falsely representing that: (a) the stock was an oversubscribed IPO or other offering that
Florida Discount customers had the privilege of purchasing;30 (b) the companies were
involved, or about to be involved, in valuable mergers and acquisitions; (c) there were
going to be a series of important upcoming events and news announcements; and (d) the
price of the stocks would increase significantly.31 In addition, the scripts repeatedly
asked customers to promise not to sell their shares for a period of time, even though they
were expected to increase in value significantly. For example, one script contained the
following plea: “all I ask is a gentlemen’s (sic) agreement that when we see the stock up
40-50% in the first few weeks we don’t sell.” Another called for the broker to tell the
customer: “Here’s the key: Due to the firm’s relationship with the company I’m
privileged to the fact that over the next few weeks there’s going to be a series of news
announcements and I’m telling you when that happens………major buying will come in
……and the stock will see $____ easy.”32
Rich distributed the scripts to all the brokers and insisted that they be followed.33
He required the less experienced brokers to rehearse their pitches.34 More experienced
brokers, like Forman and Sierp, would merely peruse a script and then pitch the stock
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Some brokers compared the CPFS offering to successful “reverse mergers” that were accomplished by
Ted Turner and Blockbuster, and they told customers that the opportunity to buy the stock was a “gift.”
Tr. 629:25-630:22.
31
C1, C30. Rich also told the brokers to tell customers that they could not buy BSDS unless they bought it
through Florida Discount. C168 70:9-20.
32
C1 pp. 2, 5.
33
Tr. 1427:13-24, 1423:21-25; C169 5:19-6:12, 20:14-22.
34
Tr. 1424:1-5.
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without the necessity of practicing or reading from it.35 If a broker veered from the
script, Rich would “scream from his office say it word for word.”36 Rich also utilized an
electronic device to listen in on the pitches to customers and advise the brokers how to
respond to customers’ questions or comments. The device prevented customers from
hearing Rich’s voice.37
Alfred Evans was a broker-trainee with Florida Discount from approximately
March to August 2002.38 He testified that he heard Fernandez, Forman, and Sierp make
price predictions that CPFS would go to “ten to twelve,”39 and that it would rise
eventually to fifteen dollars.40 Evans also confirmed that Fernandez, Forman, and Sierp
made specific price predictions for BSDS;41 that they offered to take limit orders saying
“shares at this level are hard to come by;”42 and that they represented that BSDS was “in
the process of acquiring smaller end software companies around the country generating at
least one million dollars a year, one million a year in revenue and consolidating a very
fragmented business.”43
B. Unsuitable Recommendations
Florida Discount had due diligence files which contained copies of certain public
filings for CPFS and BSDS.44 However, Rich did not allow the brokers to see those
files.45 Instead, the brokers relied upon what Rich told them about CPFS and BSDS.
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Tr. 1426:12-25, 1424:15-16.
C169 20:17-21.
37
Tr. 1427:25-1428:25.
38
Tr. 54:1-4, 96:25-97:1.
39
Tr. 77:24-78:6.
40
Tr. 80:17-18.
41
Tr. 86:2-12.
42
Tr. 88:8-13.
43
Tr. 87:13-20.
44
Tr. 1619:18-25; C29; Tr. 1633:4-18; C46.
45
Tr. 1247:13-24.
36
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Norris never asked to see the public filings for CPFS and BSDS.46 He did not know
about public filings at the SEC, and he was not familiar with a “going concern” clause in
an auditor’s report or what that term meant.47 Forman believed that CPFS was a new
publicly traded company, and, therefore, he “couldn’t understand how it would have
financials.”48 When asked whether Rich ever gave him a 10-Q or a 10-K on CPFS or
BSDS, Fernandez testified: “If he did, I wouldn’t have known what it was. I remember
he would pull us into the office and he would show us certain documents that he got off
line and he would ask us if we had any questions and, you know, after hearing him talk
for about an hour, I [was] not really understanding too much of it.”49 Sierp did some
research on the internet and found that CPFS was thinly traded, had lost $300,000 the
previous year, and had no revenues.50 Eshleman testified at the hearing that he did not
look at the SEC filings on CPFS just prior to joining Florida Discount; however, in his
on-the-record interview, he testified as follows:
. . . I went through and I looked and I checked the 10K’s
and 10Q’s and I realized that I had jumped from the frying
pan into the fire and I was trying to see a process from
which I could extricate myself and have nobody damaged.
And that’s what − that’s what my thought process was.
Q. All right. And then what happened next, did you begin
to solicit customers to purchase CPFS?
A. Yes, I did.51
The consistent rationale the brokers used to justify their recommendations of CPFS and
BSDS was that the prices of those two securities continued to rise when the rest of the
market was falling.
46

Tr. 880:4-20.
Tr. 883.
48
Tr. 1237:22-23.
49
Tr. 1470:9-14. Kimmel also testified that he never looked at SEC filings, and relied on what Rich told
him about the stocks. C181 43:23-44:2.
50
Tr. 978:3-980:6.
51
Tr. 547:9-11; C172 82:4-13.
47
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As discussed in more detail below, for their customers’ accounts, Respondents
purchased excessive concentrations of CPFS and BSDS, stocks that were not
qualitatively suitable for those customers. For example, by the end of July 2002,
Fernandez’ customer JP, who was in his mid-80s and retired, held $365,007 of CPFS,
which accounted for 82 percent of JP’s total account value. Norris’ customer GW, who
was approaching 60, was 100 percent invested in BSDS by the end of August 2002.
Sierp’s customer RM, who was approaching 80, held a total of $143,662 of CPFS and
BSDS and had no other investments in his account by the end of August 2002. Forman’s
customer MH, who was also approaching 80, owned $55,125 of BSDS, which constituted
96 percent of his total account value by the end of August 2002. Eshleman’s customer
OC , who retired in 1992, held only 350 shares of CPFS in his account, but it was just
over 90 percent of his total account value.52
C. The No Net-Selling Practices
Rich insisted that in order to support the price of his two house stocks, there could
be no net-selling of either stock; that is, sales of either stock must be offset by buys of the
same stock.53 In order to attain that goal, Rich coordinated cross transactions among the
customers’ accounts and swaps of CPFS and BDSD within each customer’s account.
1. The Policy
Calicchio, Eshleman, Fernandez, Forman, Kimmel, and Norris confirmed that
there was a no net-selling policy at Florida Discount.54 According to Fernandez, the rule

52

C105 p. 42, C146 p. 12, C102 p. 20, C83 p. 53, C69 p. 4.
Tr. 879:11-880:3, 1452:9-12; C168 62:25-63:8.
54
C168 31:20-32:1, 14-16; C171 113:19-21, C172 80:6-81:7, C181 75:7-8; Tr. 879:11-880:3. As noted
previously, the scripts themselves solicited promises from customers not to sell when the stocks’ prices
increased. C1, C30.
53
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was simple: “No selling.”55 Fernandez explained: “… you couldn’t sell to the market.
You would have to find a buyer. If not, you would have to hold it in.”56 If he tried to sell
without finding a buyer, Rich would take away his commissions.57 Forman testified that
customers were charged extra commissions if they sold either stock,58 and, if a broker
were only selling and not buying the stock at the same time, the broker would not receive
a commission on the sale.59
Rich would erupt if there was any selling.60 Eshleman often overheard Rich
“yelling and screaming and cussing and every four-letter word spoken” about people who
wanted to get out of the stock.61 Rich told the brokers that he did not want to see any
selling because it would depress the prices of the stocks. He told them that because
CPFS was not a liquid stock, they could not sell it to the open market.62 He said that all
purchases of BSDS stock were by customers of Florida Discount, and, if those customers
maintained their positions, the stock would not go lower.63 Consequently, Rich insisted
that the brokers had to find a buyer for any seller in order to support the price of the two
house stocks.64
2. Coordinated Cross Transactions
After emerging from meetings with Rich in his office, brokers would engage in
“cross transactions,” coordinating the sale of CPFS and BSDS at ever higher prices from
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C168 31:23-32:1.
C168 32:2-5.
57
C168 32:17-33:1.
58
C171 117:25-118:6.
59
C171 118:22-119:5.
60
Tr. 1438:14-25.
61
C172 80:18-22.
62
C168 39:8-12.
63
C168 62:20-24.
64
Tr. 879:11-880:3, 1452:9-12; C168 62:25-63:8.
56
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one customer’s account to another.65 Because Florida Discount controlled the whole
float, the no net-selling policy assured that the prices would continue to rise.66 Rich also
controlled the trading by sitting on tickets for weeks, at one point accumulating a stack of
tickets a “half a foot high,” before executing the orders.67
Commission runs and account records show that Forman, Fernandez, Norris, and
Sierp coordinated the following customer crosses:68
■ On August 29, 2002, Forman sold 10,000 shares of CPFS at $6.15 from
customer KS’s account, while on the same day Sierp effected a purchase of
10,000 shares of CPFS at $6.50 in customer RM’s account.69
■ On May 16, 2002, Norris purchased 2,000 shares of CPFS at $5.77 in GW’s
account, while on the same day Fernandez sold 6,755 shares of CPFS at $5.75
in JP’s account.70
■ On August 5, 2002, Fernandez sold 15,185 shares of CPFS at 6.25 in
customer RP’s account, while on the same day Sierp purchased an identical
odd-lot total of 15,185 shares of CPFS in six different customer accounts.71
■ Also on August 5, 2002, Fernandez purchased a total of 12,072 shares of
BSDS in three customer accounts.72 On the same day, Sierp sold an identical
odd-lot total of 12,072 shares of BSDS in the same six customer accounts for
which he purchased CPFS.73
Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp also coordinated crosses using their own
customers’ accounts. For example:
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Tr. 63:14-25.
C172 33:20-34:1.
67
C168 40:18-41:1, C170 44:13-20, C171 113:9-114:9.
68
C52-C60.
69
C57 p. 28, C60 p. 55, C102 p. 20; Tr. 772:15-774:3.
70
C146 p. 3, C105 p. 32.
71
C53 p. 126, C117 p. 36, C60 pp. 49, 51-52, 54. Sierp purchased 2,200 shares in PT’s account, C60 p. 49;
1,470 shares in AE’s account, C60 p. 49; 3,150 shares in H’s account, C60 p. 51; 1,700 shares in H’s
account, C60 p. 52; 3,720 shares in GD’s account, C60 p. 54; and 2,945 shares in N’s account, C60 p. 54.
Sierp had no other purchases of CPFS on this day. C60 pp. 48-57.
72
Fernandez purchased 1,122 shares in JP’s account, C53 p. 124; 110 shares in PP’s account, C53 p. 126;
and 10,840 shares in RP’s account, C53 p. 126.
73
Sierp sold 1,835 shares in PT’s account, C60 p. 49; 1,185 shares in AE’s account, C60 p. 49; 2,340
shares in H’s account, C60 p. 51; 1,362 shares in H’s account, C60 p. 52; 3,000 shares in GD’s account,
C60 p. 54; and 2,350 shares in N’s account, C60 p. 54.
66
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■ On May 28, 2002, Fernandez sold 10,000 shares of BSDS at $7.75 and
purchased 12,300 shares of CPFS at $6.30 in JP’s account.74 On the same
day, Fernandez purchased 10,000 shares of BSDS at $8.11 and sold 14,115
shares of CPFS at $5.75 in RP’s account.75
■ On August 19, 2002, Forman sold 3,470 shares of CPFS at $6.30 in RG’s
account and purchased 3,470 shares of CPFS at $6.75 in RS’s account.76
■ On August 23, 2002, Norris sold 10,000 shares of BSDS in customer M’s
account and purchased a total of 10,000 shares of BSDS in three customers’
accounts: 7,000 shares in JB’s account, 1,500 shares in GW’s account, and
1,500 shares in C’s account.77 On the same day, Norris purchased 13,500
shares in M’s account and sold a total of 13,500 shares – 9,500 shares in JB’s
account, 2,000 shares in GW’s account, and 2,000 shares in C’s account.78
■ On August 6, 2002, Sierp sold 2,585 shares of BSDS at $8.39 in RL’s account
and purchased 4,450 shares of BSDS at $8.75 in RM’s account. On the same
day, Sierp purchased 4,500 shares of CPFS at $6.75 in RL’s regular account
and sold 6,028 shares of CPFS at $6.39 in RM’s account.79
3. Swapping CPFS and BSDS
In addition to coordinating cross transactions between customers, Fernandez,
Forman, Norris, and Sierp repeatedly swapped CPFS and BSDS in their customers’
accounts by selling either CPFS or BSDS, and, at the same time, purchasing the other
security with the proceeds. In many instances the swapping was a by-product of the
coordinated crosses − swapping made it appear to customers that they were realizing
gains as the price of each stock increased, while the brokers generated significant
commissions for themselves.80
Customer account records reflect numerous examples of swapping. For example:
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■ On April 26, 2002, Fernandez purchased 7,765 shares of BSDS at $8.40 and
sold 12,800 shares of CPFS at $5.10 in JP’s account.81 Fernandez charged
$6,150.70 for these two transactions.82 On the same day, Fernandez also sold
7,765 shares of BSDS (the exact number of shares of BSDS that were
purchased in JP’s account) at $7.67 and purchased 10,630 shares of CPFS at
$5.60 in RP’s account.83 Fernandez charged RP $5,006.85 for these two
transactions.84
■ On August 2, 2002, Forman sold $39,794 of BSDS and purchased $39,575 of
CPFS in RW’s account.85 Forman charged RW $1,912 for these two
transactions.86 On August 30, 2002, Forman purchased $62,490 of BSDS and
sold $62,533 of CPFS in MH’s account. Forman charged MH $4,296.75 for
these two transactions.87
■ On August 23, 2002, Norris sold $58,788 of CPFS and purchased $58,465 of
BSDS in JB’s account.88 Norris charged JB $5,205 for these two
transactions.89 On the same day, Norris also sold $12,524 of CPFS and
purchased $12,540 of BSDS in GW’s account.90 According to confirms, he
charged GW approximately $945 for the two transactions.91
■ On February 12, 2002, Sierp sold $27,484 of BSDS and purchased $27,432 of
CPFS in RL’s retirement account.92 Sierp charged RL $2,546 for these two
transactions.93
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D. Unauthorized Transactions
A number of order tickets introduced into evidence show cross-outs and changes
to the terms and conditions of customers’ orders, including price and share amount.94
According to Fernandez, Forman, Kimmel, and Sierp, Rich made the changes to the
customer tickets.95 Both Sierp and Kimmel testified that Rich changed the tickets to use
up all available cash in the customers’ accounts.96 The brokers would then “justify” the
changes to the customers.97 For example, Sierp would tell his customers that they bought
more stock because the price was lower.98 While several customers also testified that
they did not authorize certain purchases, the Hearing Panel is unable to conclude from the
evidence the extent to which Rich effected those unauthorized purchases or whether any
were the responsibility of the broker whose name appeared on the account. Forman
testified that if a customer complained to him about an unauthorized transaction, he
reversed it or broke the trade.99
III. The Brokers and Their Customers
A. Fernando (a.k.a. Daniel) Fernandez
After receiving a General Education Diploma and working as a laborer,
Fernandez, now 26 years old, first entered the securities industry in July 1999 as a
broker-trainee at Emerson Bennett & Associates.100 Shortly after his license was
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approved, Fernandez left Emerson Bennett because of a dispute over a pay check, and
then worked as a telemarketer for approximately five months.101
Responding to an advertisement in a local newspaper, Fernandez interviewed at
Florida Discount.102 Fernandez spoke with Rich, who told Fernandez that he would not
have a problem registering his license, notwithstanding Fernandez’s juvenile criminal
history.103 On September 13, 2000, Fernandez became registered with NASD through
Florida Discount as a general securities representative.104
Fernandez was one of Florida Discount’s top two producers in CPFS and
BSDS.105 He had approximately 120 customers, 100 of whom owned either CPFS or
BSDS.106 Initially, Fernandez was promised a 100 percent payout for selling CPFS.107
He was also promised stock options.108 Fernandez made approximately $175,000 in his
two years at Florida Discount.109
Fernandez admitted that he used the scripts distributed by Rich to take indications
of interest and solicit CPFS and BSDS to his customers.110 He did no research of his own
on CPFS, and never provided his customers with any negative information about CPFS
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when he solicited their purchases of the stock.111 He came to believe that the CPFS stock
that was being sold to customers was coming from Rich.112 He also realized that the
price of BSDS was staying up only because Florida Discount was buying the stock for its
customers.113
Two former customers testified during the hearing about Fernandez’s acts and
practices in soliciting CPFS and BSDS:
1. Customer RP
Customer RP is a retired, small-business owner from Lantana, Florida.114 Born in
1954, RP was a high school graduate who started a lawnmower shop that expanded into
providing lawn maintenance and sweeping services for shopping center parking lots.115
RP sold his business in 1997, and since then, he has cared for his son, who has muscular
dystrophy.116 RP had limited investment experience, did not consider himself a
sophisticated investor, and was not interested in speculative investments. 117
RP learned about Florida Discount from his father who had an account with the
firm.118 After he received a phone call from Fernandez, RP decided to open two accounts
at Florida Discount, believing it to be a safe place to put some money.119 RP opened a
personal account in his own name in March 2001, and a joint account with his wife in
April of 2001, with Fernandez as his broker on both accounts.120 RP’s new account
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forms show that his estimated annual income was $50,000.121 His estimated net worth,
exclusive of primary residence, exceeded one million dollars, and his liquid net worth
was $100,000.122
RP told Fernandez, and his new account forms for both accounts state, that his
investment objectives for both accounts were income and trading profits.123 RP also told
Fernandez that he was not a “risk taker” or a “gambler” and that he “didn’t take
chances.”124 Neither account form indicated that RP was interested in speculation.125
Initially, Fernandez called RP as much as twice a week, and he frequently
discussed CPFS and BSDS with him.126 Fernandez referred to CPFS and BSDS as “startup” companies and claimed that they would be acquired by another company.127
Fernandez recommended that RP purchase the stocks and RP, who trusted Fernandez,
followed his advice.128
In soliciting the purchase of those stocks, Fernandez told RP that CPFS was a
holding company that made money every time a stock was bought or sold.129 Consistent
with the pitches contained in the scripts, Fernandez told RP that CPFS and BSDS each
was a “special deal,” and that not everyone could buy them because they were not
publicly sold.130 Fernandez also told RP to hold the stock for at least three months
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because he predicted that the price would go up to $12 or $13.131 Fernandez also
predicted that the price could go to $15 “if [either stock] went public.”132 Likewise,
Fernandez said that the price of BSDS would go up once it went public, and that within a
few months, its price would rise to $13 or $15 per share.133
From time to time, Fernandez would tell RP that he had the opportunity to
purchase additional blocks of stock at a certain price, and would give RP deadlines to
purchase the stock.134 RP would sometimes act on the special opportunity and buy more
shares.135 Knowing that RP engaged in a hobby of renovating and selling cars, Fernandez
would sometimes tell RP that he would hold the special offer open longer to give RP the
opportunity to sell a car and raise cash for the deal.136 After RP sold the car, he would
send the money in to Fernandez to purchase the stock.137 Fernandez also convinced RP
to sell his other securities and use the proceeds to purchase more CPFS and BSDS.138
Fernandez also wanted RP to agree that he would not sell CPFS and BSDS until the
stocks hit the prices that Fernandez predicted.139
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Fernandez never disclosed the risks associated with investing in CPFS or BSDS to
RP.140 Rather, he told RP that CPFS and BSDS were “sure things” and “pretty much
guaranteed” that they would go up and make him money.141 Fernandez also did not tell
RP that CPFS had an ownership interest in Florida Discount or that Florida Discount had
a similar financial interest in CPFS.142
Fernandez failed to disclose the financial condition of either company.143 For
example, he did not disclose that CPFS and BSDS had no relevant operating history, no
significant financial resources, and no revenues from operations.144 RP would not have
purchased CPFS or BSDS had Fernandez disclosed such information.145
RP’s accounts had inordinate concentrations of CPFS and BSDS.146 By the end
of May 2001, his sole equity investment at Florida Discount consisted of $68,000 of
CPFS in his joint account and $17,000 in his personal account.147 Fernandez then
convinced RP to invest more money in CPFS and BSDS.148 By the end of August 2002,
CPFS and BSDS accounted for $276,703, or 98.9 percent, of RP’s total personal account
value of $279,792.149
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Fernandez failed to follow RP’s instructions to sell his holdings.150 In the summer
of 2002, RP needed money to pay bills related to a log cabin he was building in West
Virginia.151 RP told Fernandez to sell, but Fernandez stalled him, suggesting that RP
wait until October because the mergers would soon be completed, and the stock would go
to $15.152
In August 2002, Fernandez conducted a series of unauthorized “swaps” in RP’s
personal account.153 On August 5, 2002, Fernandez sold $94,888 of CPFS and purchased
$94,865 of BSDS with the proceeds.154 The next day, on August 6, he sold $14,372 of
CPFS and purchased $14,233 of BSDS with the proceeds.155 A couple weeks later on
August 23, Fernandez switched course and sold $33,231 of BSDS and purchased $33,090
of CPFS.156 Five days later, Fernandez sold an additional $96,056 of BSDS and
purchased $96,020 of CPFS.157 RP, however, was not aware of this activity until he
received his August account statements.158
After he learned about these swap transactions, RP was not able to reach
Fernandez.159 Eventually, he spoke with Rich, who told him that Fernandez had left
Florida Discount and that RP would get only $1.50 a share if he wanted to sell his
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holdings in CPFS and BSDS.160 RP did not know what to do and thought he would have
to sell the log cabin in West Virginia.161
After Fernandez left Florida Discount and associated with LH Ross, he called RP
and told him to sell CPFS and BSDS.162 RP eventually was convinced to transfer his
account to Fernandez at LH Ross.163 Fernandez then sold the CPFS and BSDS stock and
put the proceeds in a stock that Fernandez said was obtained by LH Ross for the purpose
of recovering some of the money clients lost from their investments while at Florida
Discount.164 That purchase, however, was also unauthorized by RP.165
RP testified that, according to his attorney, he lost $194,000 on his investments in
CPFS and BSDS.166 That loss represented a little more than half of RP’s savings.167
2. Customer JP
JP is 86 years old and has been retired for 15 to 20 years, having worked for many
years as a farmer and then as an oil well worker.168 He opened an account with
Fernandez in April 2001, telling him that he wanted to preserve his capital.169 Over time,
he transferred to his Florida Discount accounts $123,000 in cash, as well as other assets,
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including $54,000 in municipal bonds, $27,759 that was invested in Schwab S&P 500
Fund Investor Shares, and other securities in which he had invested.170
Fernandez recommended that JP purchase both CPFS and BSDS.171 However,
Fernandez did not inform JP that CPFS and BSDS were non-operational shells or blank
check companies that had no relevant operating histories, no significant financial
resources, and no revenues or earnings from operations.172 Moreover, Fernandez never
disclosed any risks of investing in CPFS or BSDS, nor did he tell JP that the auditors for
each company had warned that they may not be able to continue as going concerns. 173
Finally, Fernandez failed to disclose that there was a no net-selling policy at Florida
Discount, that he had been promised incentives for soliciting CPFS or BSDS, and that
CPFS had an ownership interest in Florida Discount.174
JP had excessive concentrations of CPFS and BSDS in his account.175 By August
31, 2001, JP had deposited a total $85,010 into his Florida Discount account.176
However, as of that date, JP’s only investment in the account was CPFS, which was
valued at $91,809.177 By the end of December 2001, JP had transferred his municipal
bond holdings and Schwab investments to Florida Discount.178 On January 16, 2002,
Fernandez sold JP’s holdings in the Schwab investment, and by the end of April 2002, he
sold JP’s municipal bond holdings. The proceeds of both sales were used to purchase
more CPFS and BSDS. Consequently, at the end of April 2002, JP held approximately
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$325,000 of CPFS and BSDS, or 73 percent of his total account value.179 By the end of
July 2002, JP’s holdings in CPFS alone accounted for 82 percent of JP’s total account
value.180
According to JP’s account statements, there were approximately 63 transactions
in CPFS and BSDS from January through August 2002.181 Notwithstanding Fernandez’s
testimony that many of the transactions were unsolicited,182 all but two of the
confirmations and all of the order tickets are clearly marked “solicited.”183
In its post-hearing brief, the Department of Market Regulation avers that account
records and testimony by JP that he recouped approximately $40,000, “supports a very
conservative finding that JP lost at least $253,000 ($353,000 less $40,000) (sic) from his
investments in CPFS and BSDS.” However, there are no account statements in the
record between August 2001 and January 2002. Market Regulation infers from the
account value at the end of December 2001, which had increased by $421,000, that the
increase was attributed to cash or other deposits, rather than any increase in the market
value of the securities in the account. In the absence of those account statements and any
other evidence to establish the amount originally invested in the two securities, and the
amount JP may have recouped from those investments, the Hearing Panel does not find
sufficient reliable evidence upon which a quantifiable loss on the investments in CPFS
and BSDS may be ascertained.
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B. Adam Forman
Adam Forman, 35, first became registered as a general securities representative in
1996, and was associated with ten firms, before joining Florida Discount in July 2001.184
Forman joined Florida Discount after answering a newspaper ad and meeting with
Spanier.185 Rich eventually interviewed Forman and hired him.186
Forman received a $10,000 signing bonus that was paid to him over a period of
several months.187 He was also offered various incentives for soliciting CPFS, including
a vacation and stock options that depended upon how much of the stock he sold.188 Rich
also offered him a full 5 percent commission payout for sales of CPFS and BSDS.189
Forman made approximately $220,000 while he was employed with Florida Discount.190
Rich referred to Forman as his “right hand man.”191 Forman was also one of the
firm’s top producers.192 He opened many accounts and had a large number of clients,
including some that he inherited from other brokers who had left the firm.193 Forman
sold CPFS and BSDS to all of his clients, who he estimated numbered at least 70.194
From the beginning, Forman knew that CPFS and BSDS were “house stocks.”195
As noted previously, he needed only to peruse the sales scripts and, because he had a
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good memory, could pitch the stocks without reading or practicing the scripts.196 Forman
confirmed that Rich would listen to the pitches and give instructions over the phone if he
did not like what was being said.197
Consistent with the scripts, Forman told customers that the firm was engaging in
investment banking, even though he knew that Florida Discount had no investmentbanking department.198 In pitching CPFS to customers, Forman represented that Florida
Discount would become a public company through CPFS; and that the increased value of
the assets in the merged company would be reflected in the price of the stock.199 Forman
compared CPFS’s planned acquisitions to “major banking consolidations” such as the
merger of Dean Witter with Morgan Stanley.200
In soliciting purchases of BSDS, Forman represented that Florida Discount was
“successful at investment banking,” referring to its purported deal with CPFS.201 He
represented to customers that BSDS was a small company; and was about to start trading.
He claimed that it had a software company, valued at a million dollars, that developed a
program used by pawnshops in Florida.202 Forman also told customers that a company
named Orca Yachts, with eleven million dollars in assets, was going to buy out the small
software company to take it public.203
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Forman had no recollection of discussing suitability with two of his customers
who testified at the hearing.204 He did not discuss investment objectives with two
others.205 As noted before, he engaged in the no net-selling practice at Florida Discount,
and was well aware of how Rich would hold order tickets without execution for several
days.206 In fact, many of Forman’s tickets had multiple alterations, including changes of
price, trade date, quantity, markups and commissions, and, in at least one instance, a
change in the name of the customer.207 Finally, Forman believed that the rising price of
CPFS was attributable to the way Rich traded the stock.208
As noted earlier, Forman engaged in coordinated cross transactions between
customer accounts, swapped CPFS and BSDS in his customers’ accounts, and engaged in
coordinated cross transactions between customer accounts. He continued that activity
even after he first noticed signs of trouble and began to feel uncomfortable about CPFS in
August 2002 when he saw the news announcement about the Muni Financial acquisition
and the appointment of Spanier as president of CPFS.209 Nevertheless, despite his
purported “substantial concern,” Forman continued to recommend substantial purchases
of CPFS and BSDS to his clients.210
Four of Forman’s customers testified at the hearing: MH, GP, RS and RW:
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1. Customer MH
MH is an 82-year-old retiree. After finishing high school, he was employed as an
engineer for three years before being drafted into the Army.211 After the war, he worked
for a contractor in Baltimore, Maryland for thirteen years, and then went into business for
himself until 1992 when he retired.212
MH first opened his account at Florida Discount with John Heilman.213 Celestin
then replaced Heilman as MH’s broker but stayed with the account for only a short
time.214 Forman, who identified himself as a senior vice president at Florida Discount,
told MH that he was taking over the account from Celestin.215 Forman first told MH that
Celestin was in California looking for firms to purchase, and later told him that Celestin
had suffered a heart attack.216
MH’s investment objectives were preservation of capital and reasonable growth;
his goal was to provide funds for his retirement.217 He made those investment objectives
clear to Heilman, Celestin, and Forman.218 However, Forman said nothing to MH about
the risks of investing in CPFS; he failed to inform him of the financial condition of the
company; and he failed to inform him that the investment was not consistent with his
stated investment objectives. He strongly recommended CPFS to MH, telling him that it
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was a good investment, that he was acting in MH’s interest, and that he was not charging
him commissions.219
After successfully urging MH to transfer an account he had at Merrill Lynch to
Florida Discount, Forman pressured him to put everything into CPFS. MH told Forman
that he was reluctant to do so, he preferred diversification to having all of his money in
one place, and he did not know anything about CPFS.220 Forman told him not to worry
because “we have that under control … we have the ability to know what’s going on.”221
Although MH did not authorize Forman to invest the entire Merrill Lynch account
in CPFS, in April 2002, without informing MH, Forman sold all of the stocks and bonds
in that transferred account and bought 10,000 shares of CPFS for $47,815.222 MH only
learned about these transactions when Forman called him to announce that he had
“made” $15,000 for him.223 When MH complained that he had not authorized the
transactions, Forman told him to go play golf and let Forman run the account.224
In August 2002, Forman called MH, proposing to sell MH’s position in CPFS and
use the proceeds to purchase BSDS.225 Forman told MH that BSDS was a software
company whose stock was good and was going to go up in price. He recommended that
MH buy it.226 Forman promised MH that the transaction would not be a “marriage,” but
would be short-term; that is, he was just going to “park” the proceeds from the sale of
219
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CPFS for a week, he knew the share price of BSDS would increase, and after MH made
five to ten thousand dollars from the transaction, Forman would put him back in CPFS.227
Despite the recommendation, MH told Forman that he did not want “everything I have in
one basket,” and he did not authorize Forman to execute the transaction.228 MH told
Forman he wanted to see his investment in CPFS come to fruition, as Forman had
promised.229
Notwithstanding his instructions, when MH received his August 2002 statement,
he discovered that Forman had executed the transaction.230 On August 30, 2002, Forman
sold MH’s position in CPFS for $62,533 and purchased 7,350 shares of BSDS for a total
of $62,490.231
MH called Florida Discount to discuss these transactions with Forman but was
told by Rich that Forman had left the firm.232 Rich put MH off until October 28, 2002,
and when MH called on that date, he learned that Florida Discount had been sold to
Indianapolis Securities.233 Indianapolis sold part of his BSDS position for approximately
$6,700.234 Soon thereafter, MH was told that Indianapolis had gone out of business.235
He estimates his financial loss as a consequence of Forman’s unauthorized trading was
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approximately $55,000.236 However, the Hearing Panel notes that the value of the
account transferred from Merrill Lynch was only $47,815, and, if MH recouped $6,700
from Indianapolis, his net loss would have been $41,115.
2. Customer GP
Customer GP, 82 years of age, served in the U.S. Navy in World War II.237 After
the war, he took courses at night to learn air conditioning and refrigeration engineering,
and made a career in sales.238 He retired in 1987 and relocated from Massachusetts to
Florida.239
After he acquired enough savings, GP began to make conservative investments in
the stock market.240 Eventually his investments grew to the extent that, on advice from
lawyers, he put his assets into two trusts.241 His investment objectives were to provide
for the education of his children, provide for his retirement, and build an estate for his
heirs.242
GP learned of Florida Discount through a call from Celestin.243 He visited Florida
Discount’s office to meet with Celestin personally, and was introduced to Rich, who
assured him that he would oversee Celestin’s recommendations.244 GP told Celestin and
Rich that he was a conservative investor, and that the money he invested came from his
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earnings and that he put his savings into his trust.245 His account opening application
describes his investment objectives as income and growth.246
When Celestin and Rich told him about CPFS, GP understood it was a speculative
investment, but Celestin and Rich talked him into investing in the company.247 Relying
on the strong recommendations made by Rich and Celestin, GP authorized purchases of
both CPFS and BSDS.248 He did not recall much of what they told him about the
companies other than that they were going to buy other companies and their stock would
appreciate in value.249 They gave GP the impression that the stock would double in value
in a year.250
At sometime around April 2002, Forman took over GP’s account and told him
that he was filling in for Celestin who was in California on business, opening a branch
office.251 By the end of April, GP’s account was worth almost $105,000, and, with the
exception of about $70, consisted entirely of CPFS and BSDS. On May 2, Forman sold
8,050 shares of BSDS for $61,565.64 and purchased 10,340 shares of CPFS for
$60,814.20.252 On July 26, Forman swapped the stocks again by selling 10,000 shares of
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CPFS for $61.983.13 and purchasing 7,350 shares of BSDS for $62,490.253 By the end of
August, CPFS and BSDS accounted for GP’s total account value of just over $140,000.254
GP estimated that he lost more than $100,000 as a consequence of his purchases
of CPFS and BSDS.255 His account records show that at least $67,637 was invested in
CPFS when Celestin was the broker on his account.256
3. Customer RS
RS, 79, attended school through the seventh grade, worked for a year at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, and then served in the Navy until 1946.257 He returned to
Wright Patterson where he began a 39-year career testing hydraulic mechanisms, before
retiring in Ohio. His investment experience has generally been in certificates of deposit
and utilities. His objective has been long-term growth.258
RS learned of Florida Discount when Celestin called him in January 2001.259
Celestin eventually recommended CPFS to RS, representing that the company dealt with
mergers and could make him a lot of money.260 Celestin also strongly recommended the
purchase of BSDS; which he said also would be a good investment and make money for
him.261 Celestin never told RS anything about the financial condition of either company,
the risks of investing in them, or that CPFS was non-operational.262 By the end of August
2001, RS had deposited $36,104.50 in his account; $33,330 of the account value of
253
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$38,755.44 was invested in CPFS. 263 By the end of February 2002, the two stocks
comprised all but $1,488 of the account which was valued at $59,023.95.264
Sometime around April 2002, RS began to deal with Forman who told RS that
Celestin was on the West Coast doing “investment banking.”265 From that time forward,
his contact with Florida Discount was Forman.266
In or about July 2002, Forman convinced RS to transfer an account he had at
Smith Barney to Florida Discount.267 RS told Forman that the money he had put into his
Smith Barney account over the years represented his life savings, and that he was worried
about having too much of his account invested in two stocks.268 However, Forman
recommended that his money be used to purchase CPFS and BSDS.269 RS told Forman
that he did not want “all the money put in those two particular stocks,” and that he
“wasn’t diversified enough.”270 Nevertheless, between August 13 and 30, 2002, Forman
effected eight transactions for that very purpose; by the end of the month, the two stocks
comprised almost $124,000 of RS’s $129,170.42 account value.271
RS was unaware of what was happening to his account. From September 5
through 12, RS tried to reach Forman, who, in the meantime, had left a message on RS’s
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telephone saying that the account was fine.272 RS finally succeeded in reaching Forman
on September 12. Forman told RS that he had been too busy to return his calls but would
call him back the next day. However, Forman did not make that call.273 Eventually, RS
reached Rich who told him Forman had left the firm.274 Forman subsequently called RS
to inform him that he had left Florida Discount and to advise him to sell his positions in
CPFS and BSDS. When RS expressed his fear that he would lose all his money as a
result of selling those shares, Forman assured him that he would be able to recover his
money as a result of a lawsuit Forman claimed he and the other brokers were filing
against Florida Discount.275 Not knowing whom to believe, RS left his account with
Florida Discount and Bruce Rich as his broker.276
RS’s account was transferred to Indianapolis Securities after it purchased Florida
Discount. Later, on the advice of his daughter, RS moved the account to Schwab.277 RS
estimated that he lost “practically everything” he had in his life savings.278 His daughter,
NG, is an accountant who works for an investment firm. She testified that RS ultimately
lost $106,317.58 from his investments in CPFS and BSDS.279 However, she did not
break out the amount of money that was invested with Forman as the broker of record,
nor did she calculate the amount that could have been recovered had RS sold his
positions at the time Forman recommended that he do so.
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4. Customer RW
RW, 84, lives in Denver, Colorado, where he builds houses and does engineering
and architectural consulting.280 He holds degrees in mechanical engineering and
architecture.281 He first invested in the stock market in the nineteen-fifties, and has relied
on the advice of brokers because he is not a sophisticated investor.282 In the beginning,
his investment objective was growth, in order to build an estate for his children and
grandchildren.283 At the outset of his involvement with Forman, RW’s net worth was
approximately three million dollars.284
A person with whom he was acquainted through a charitable organization told
RW that Florida Discount had acquired a shell corporation and was offering an
opportunity to buy CPFS stock below market price with a guaranteed profit within 45 to
90 days.285 Accordingly, in early April 2002, RW sent $25,125 to Florida Discount to
invest.286 Shortly thereafter, Forman called RW and confirmed what RW had been told
about CPFS.287 Forman, either on that occasion or later, predicted that CPFS would go
up in price to eight or eight and a half dollars per share within a short period of time. The
cost to RW was three dollars and thirty-five cents.288
Forman also sent RW an account application that was marked up for RW to fill
out.289 RW indicated that he had limited investment knowledge, and that growth and
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speculation were his investment objectives.290 RW felt that limited speculation would be
permissible in light of his net worth.291 His practice was to instruct his broker with a
stop loss order to sell when the price falls eight to ten percent below his cost.292 RW was
certain that he gave a stop loss instruction to Forman.293
Forman called RW frequently, sometimes daily, to discuss the account.294 RW’s
first purchase was for 7,000 shares of CPFS for $25,125.295 Soon, however, on the
recommendation of Forman, RW made additional purchases of CPFS and BSDS.296 RW
deposited an additional $50,000 in the account, and, by the end of August 2002, the two
stocks comprised practically all of the account which was valued at $78,419.50.297
Forman also learned that RW had a personal IRA account at Schwab and had RW
transfer it to Florida Discount.298 Almost immediately, Forman sold the securities in the
account and purchased BSDS and CPFS.299 Forman told RW that BSDS and CPFS
would go to eight and a half dollars per share, and, at one time, predicted the prices
would rise to ten dollars per share.300
After Forman left Florida Discount, he called RW to advise him to sell his
positions in CPFS and BSDS, and he said that Rich had not exercised the stop-loss orders
on those shares.301 RW decided to keep his accounts at Florida Discount, rather than
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transfer them to Forman at another firm.302 RW calculated that he lost $51,370 from his
investments in BSDS and CPFS in his original Florida Discount account and an
additional $25,033 in his rolled-over IRA account, for a total loss of $76,403.303
C. Shannon Norris
Norris first entered the securities industry in 1997, and was employed by six
member firms before becoming associated with Florida Discount on April 22, 2002.304
Norris learned about Florida Discount from Fernandez, with whom he had worked at
Emerson Bennett.305 Rich offered Norris a $25,000 signing bonus and told him that his
payout would be between 65 to 75 percent of commissions, depending on the amount of
business he did.306
Although he was with Florida Discount for only about four and one-half months,
Norris was one of Florida Discount’s top producers.307 Of his approximately 50
customers, half purchased CPFS or BSDS in large amounts.308 Norris made
approximately $40,000 during the short time he was with Florida Discount.309
When he solicited his customers to purchase CPFS and BSDS, Rich would listen
in on Norris’s conversations, without the customers’ knowledge, and instruct Norris on
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what to say.310 Norris also used Rich’s office to call customers from whom he was
soliciting a large order.311 He gave all of his tickets to Rich.312
Norris knew that CPFS was just a shell company which, according to Rich, had a
small ownership interest in Florida Discount.313 Norris was not aware of any due
diligence file on CPFS at Florida Discount.314 His own due diligence on CPFS consisted
of searching the Internet for price and performance charts on the stock.315 He was not
aware of any news that was disseminated by CPFS while he was with Florida Discount,
although he attended the bi-weekly broker meetings during which Rich would discuss
BSDS and CPFS and possible news announcements about them.316
Norris solicited the purchase CPFS on the basis that its price was rising, when the
rest of the market was down 80 percent.317 He also told customers that news
announcements about the company were soon to be released; that CPFS would be
consolidating failing brokerage businesses; and that eventually Florida Discount would
become a public company through CPFS.318 However, he did not know the basis upon
which the price of the stock was rising, and he did not know that value of Florida
Discount or how its value might affect the price of CPFS.319
Norris was aware that BSDS was a shell company, but he was not aware of any
due diligence file on BSDS at Florida Discount, and he did no research on BSDS
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himself.320 Although Rich told Norris that there were going to be numerous acquisitions
concerning BSDS, they never materialized.321
Norris pitched the stock on the basis of its rising price, in the same manner as he
pitched CPFS. As with CPFS, he was not aware of the reason that the price was
increasing.322 Norris also told his customers that BSDS was a software company that
would be consolidating a fragmented software industry.323 Norris had access to the
Internet while he was at Florida Discount and had the ability to pull up information on
CPFS and BSDS.324
In soliciting CPFS and BSDS, Norris never told his customers that the companies
had limited financial resources, minimal assets, and no revenues.325 He never disclosed
that the companies’ auditors had issued going concern clauses, which raised doubts about
their continuing viability.326 He never informed customers that any acquisition by CPFS
or BSDS would likely result in the issuance of additional shares of stock that would have
a diluting effect on the stock’s price and value to existing shareholders.327 Finally, he
failed to tell customers that he never looked at the companies’ public filings.328 As he put
it, his customers “pretty much just went with my better judgment. So I told them
whatever they needed to hear pretty much.”329
As noted previously, Norris participated in the no net-selling practice at Florida
Discount, engaged in coordinated cross transactions with other brokers, crossed stock
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between his own customers’ accounts, and swapped the stocks in his customers’
accounts.330 Furthermore, consistent with Forman’s explanation that Rich manipulated
prices by holding tickets to ensure that he had buyers for any sellers, Norris’s order
tickets also reflect changes to the trade dates, price, quantity, markup, and commission.331
Two former customers testified at the hearing about Norris’s acts and practices in
soliciting CPFS and BSDS:
1. Customer JB
JB is a 55-year-old, self-employed fishing captain in Key West, Florida.332 While
Norris was associated with First Union, he phoned JB who, eventually, opened an
account at First Union with Norris as the representative.333 When Norris left First Union
to go to Florida Discount, JB transferred his account, as Norris had requested.334 Norris
guaranteed JB that he would make more money at Florida Discount, and promised him
that he would not charge JB any commissions until JB recouped his losses that had
occurred in his First Union account.335
JB’s investment objective was to make money for retirement.336 He told Norris
that he did not want to take big risks with his money, but he told Norris that he was
interested in growth and speculation.337 When JB opened his Florida Discount account in
May 2002, Norris immediately purchased $54,915 of CPFS in JB’s account, and
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subsequently purchased $15,255 of BSDS.338 The next month, Norris sold JB’s holdings
in a mutual fund and some options, and purchased an additional $19,065 of BSDS.339 By
the end of June 2002, JB’s investments in CPFS and BSDS constituted 99.9 percent of
his account value.340
Again, at Norris’ urging, JB transferred $46,469.18 from an annuity he owned at
Hartford Life.341 On September 4, 2002, the day after the funds were received, Norris
purchased for JB, in two separate transactions, $41,537.50 of CPFS.342
JB purchased both CPFS and BSDS upon Norris’ recommendation.343 Norris
represented that CPFS and BSDS were “good investments” and told JB that he needed to
get as much money as he could into them.344 He said that they were getting in “on the
ground floor,” and JB would make a lot of money.345 In making his recommendations of
CPFS and BSDS to JB, Norris did not disclose that CPFS and BSDS were nonoperational shells or blank check companies, with no relevant operating histories, no
significant financial resources, and no revenues or earnings from operations.346 Norris
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price to the customer. C63 pp. 1-2.
339
C62 p. 7. Again, Norris charged $775 for the transaction. C64 p. 3.
340
C62 p. 7.
341
Tr. 445:9-447:11, 455:19-456:8; C61 pp. 9-17, C62 pp. 16, 18. JB had attempted to transfer funds from
an account at Prudential Securities, but it did not go through. Tr. 445:23-446:4.
342
C62 p. 18. Norris charged $1,200 for these transactions. C64 pp. 8-9.
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Tr. 447:24-448:15, 450:21-451:3, 861:24-862:8.
344
Tr. 451:4-7, 475:4-6.
345
Tr. 466:1-4, 465:17-20.
346
Tr. 448:16-449:8, 451:8-24. Norris claimed that he told JB that CPFS was a start up, shell type
company that was just getting off its feet and was going to acquire other brokerage firms. Tr. 901:24902:8. However, JB, who the Hearing Panel finds to be a credible witness, denied that Norris ever told him
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company” before. Tr. 448:20-23, 451:12-14, 466:8-14.
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failed to disclose that auditors for each company had warned that they may not be able to
continue as going concerns.347
Norris did not disclose any of the risks involved in investing in CPFS or BSDS;
that there was a no net-selling policy at Florida Discount; that he had been promised
incentives for soliciting CPFS and BSDS; that CPFS and Florida Discount had financial
interests in each other; or that there was no significant demand for CPFS outside of that
being generated at Florida Discount. 348
Norris usually effected the transactions in CPFS and BSDS without JB’s
advanced knowledge.349 Norris called JB after the transactions were completed.350
Finally, as noted previously, JB had unreasonable concentrations of CPFS and BSDS in
his account.351
After he left Florida Discount in mid-September 2002, Norris called JB, telling
him that Rich had lied to him (Norris), and he asked JB to transfer his account to him at
LH Ross where he was then associated.352 Norris also represented that he would institute
a class action suit on behalf of all his clients, and that he was attempting to obtain
$30,000 to $40,000 of JB’s money back.353 JB transferred his account to Norris at LH
Ross because he believed Norris would try to get his money back.354 After transferring
his account to LH Ross, his account value initially rose a bit, but then continuously
347

Tr. 449:13-16, 452:4-7. Norris did not claim that he told JB that CPFS and BSDS were speculative
ventures, instead he asserted that JB understood that the stocks were speculative. Tr. 902:9-19.
348
Tr. 449:17-25, 450:9-20, 452:8-11, 452:22-453:4.
349
Tr. 456:9-23. For example, JB identified the $58,788 sale of CPFS and corresponding purchase of
$58,465 of BSDS on August 23, 2002, as transactions that Norris did without JB’s advanced knowledge.
Tr. 479:23-480:17; C62 p. 14.
350
Tr. 456:21-23, 481:4-6. JB never signed a document giving Norris the authority to buy or sell securities
in his account without first consulting him. Tr. 480:18-481:3.
351
C62.
352
Tr. 457:24-458:8.
353
Tr. 458:9-13, 469:16-18.
354
Tr. 469:18-21. Norris said that he would “buy and sell stocks as much as [he] could, [to] try and make as
much money as [he] could” for JB. Tr. 912:7-12.
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declined.355 JB’s lost at least $89,229.50 from his investments in CPFS and BSDS while
his account was at Florida Discount.356
2. Customer GW
GW is a 63-year-old, self-employed livestock farmer from Lindsay, Nebraska.357
Norris cold-called GW, who eventually opened an account with Norris at Florida
Discount.358 GW discussed his investment objectives with Norris, who told GW that he
could make some money with CPFS and BSDS.359
GW purchased CPFS and BSDS on Norris’s recommendations.360 Norris
admitted that he based his recommendations on the fact that the prices of those stocks
were rising.361 However, as noted above, he did not know the basis upon which the
prices were rising.362
In recommending CPFS and BSDS to GW, Norris failed to disclose any negative
information about either company.363 He failed to disclose that CPFS and BSDS were
shells or blank check companies, with no relevant operating histories.364 He failed to
disclose that BSDS had no significant financial resources, and no revenues or earnings
355

Tr. 470:15-20.
JB’s account statements show that he transferred approximately $123,940.27 into his Florida Discount
account, of which $111,707.50 was invested in CPFS and BSDS. C62 pp. 4, 18. At the end of September
2002, his total account value was $27,746.49, of which $22,478 was the value of CPFS and BSDS. C62 p.
16. Accordingly, JB lost a minimum of $89,229.50 on his investments in CPFS and BSDS while his
account was with Norris at Florida Discount.
357
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1392:16-20.
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farming in which he engaged, or his liquid net worth. Tr. 1765:8-1766:11. Moreover, contrary to Norris’s
assertion that GW was a wildcatter, GW denied that he had any investments in oil wells. Tr. 1408:21-22.
He did invest, however, in Phillips Petroleum. Tr. 1409:3-4.
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from operations.365 He failed to disclose that he had done little research on CPFS and
BSDS.366
Norris never discussed any specific risks of in investing in CPFS or BSDS.367 He
did not disclose that each company’s auditors had warned that they may not be able to
continue as a going concerns.368
Norris did not disclose to GW the no net-selling policy at Florida Discount or that
he had been promised incentives for soliciting CPFS and BSDS.369 He did not tell GW
that CPFS had an ownership interest in Florida Discount or that Florida Discount had a
similar financial interest in CPFS.370
Had Norris disclosed the negative financial information about them, the risks that
were associated with investing in them, or the no net-selling practice at Florida Discount,
GW never would have purchased either CPFS or BSDS.371 GW testified that disclosure
that CPFS had an ownership interested in Florida Discount would have raised a “red flag”
for him.372
GW funded his account at Florida Discount by depositing two checks that totaled
$18,557.71.373 GW’s first deposit of $11,550 was used in its entirety to cover a purchase
of 2,000 shares of CPFS on May 16, 2002.374 His second deposit of $7,007.01 was used
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to cover the purchase of 1,000 shares of BSDS on June 20, 2002.375 On August 23, 2002,
on the recommendation of Norris, GW sold the 2,000 shares of CPFS and purchased
another 1,500 shares of BSDS with the proceeds.376 As a result, GW was 100 percent
invested in BSDS by the end of August.377 CPFS and BSDS were the only investments
GW ever held in his Florida Discount account.378
After he left Florida Discount, Norris called GW and asked him to transfer his
account to LH Ross, where Norris had become associated.379 GW did so.380 After the
prices of CPFS and BSDS declined precipitously, GW was able to recoup only a small
amount of his original investment.381 GW estimated that he recovered less than $3,000.
Accordingly, GW lost a minimum of $15,557.71.382
D. Kristian Sierp
In 1993, Sierp entered the securities industry in a non-registered position.383 He
became registered as a general securities representative in March 1994 while employed at
Gruntal & Co., where he worked until August 1994.384 Between August 1994 and
August 2001, Sierp was employed at eight other broker-dealers.385
After answering an advertisement in a local newspaper, Sierp joined Florida
Discount as a general securities representative on August 15, 2001.386 He initially
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interviewed with Rich and Spanier, and then met Harary at a second interview. During a
third interview, Harary and Rich told Sierp that the brokers were moving on CPFS. They
told him that they were planning to split the stock to make it more marketable, and that
there would be some significant announcements about mergers, acquisitions, and letters
of intent, within the upcoming three to six months.387 Rich told Sierp that Harary was
very close with the directors of CPFS, and that he had firsthand knowledge of the
company.388
After the interview, Sierp looked into CPFS and saw that it had no trading volume
and little trading history.389 He checked the company profile on Yahoo Finance and its
prices over the prior 12 months.390 Sierp reviewed the company’s financials and saw that
CPFS had no revenues and had lost $3,000 the previous year.391 He found little other
information on the online services that he used.392 Sierp again spoke with Rich, who told
him that there was not much public information on CPFS, that CPFS was a shell
company anticipating a reverse merger, and that Florida Discount was going to go public
through CPFS.393 Rich said that the float of CPFS was two million shares, and that he
was holding 1.2 million shares.394 Sierp did not know whether Rich personally owned
the 1.2 million shares or whether they were held by Rich’s clients.395
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Sierp was promised a $40,000 signing bonus when he joined Florida Discount.396
After joining Florida Discount, Sierp became one of the firm’s top producers in CPFS
and BSDS.397 He earned at least $60,000 in the year he was with Florida Discount.398
Rich showed Sierp a performance chart for CPFS and told Sierp that the firm had
“been able to support the stock” and make money for clients during a down market.399
Sierp then recommended that his customers purchase CPFS because of the increases in
volume and price, although he was unaware of the cause of those increases.400 Sierp told
his customers that CPFS was set up for mergers and acquisitions in the investment
banking field; that the performance for the past couple of years had been very good on
the upside; that, in his opinion, the stock was undervalued; and that there were possible
letters of intent that the company was going to be signing.401 Sierp also predicted that
CPFS could be a “big winner” in their portfolio if they held on to the stock from the date
of purchase forward.402 Sierp’s top selling point was that the customer would be able to
own another company, referring to Florida Discount, that was going to be publicly traded
after merging with CPFS.403 As a result of his efforts, approximately 70 to 75 percent of
his 40 to 60 customers eventually owned CPFS.404
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Sierp saw the news announcement, dated August 12, 2002, stating that Spanier
had become the CEO of CPFS and had received shares of restricted CPFS stock.405 As
noted above, the announcement also stated that CPFS had signed a letter of intent to
acquire Muni Financial Inc., which Sierp knew was owned by another Florida Discount
registered representative. According to Sierp, the brokers were happy when they saw this
announcement; he said they were happy to see any announcement.406 However,
whenever Spanier came by the offices of Florida Discount after he became CEO of
CPFS, everyone would joke about Spanier, the former recruiter, rising to the position of a
CEO.407
Although Sierp testified that he became concerned about CPFS when he saw the
Spanier and Muni announcements, he continued to recommend the stock to his
customers.408 For example, Sierp purchased $98,180 of CPFS in customer RM’s account
and $3,695 of CPFS in RL’s account after he was aware of the Spanier and Muni
announcements.409 Moreover, during this same time period, Calicchio, who had left
Florida Discount on August 8, 2002, called Sierp and warned him about staying at
Florida Discount.410 Calicchio told Sierp that Florida Discount was “going down,” and
that Rich was not going to get away with what he was doing.411 In response, Sierp told
him not to worry because he was going to get out of Florida Discount in his own due
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time.412 Sierp continued on at Florida Discount until NASD staff began its unannounced,
on-site examination of Florida Discount on the morning of September 10, 2002.413
Sierp researched BSDS on Yahoo and confirmed Rich’s representation that BSDS
was a shell, looking for a company with which to merge or acquire.414 Because Sierp did
not find other information about BSDS from his on-line service, he went by what Rich
told him about the company.415
Sierp told his customers that, based upon Florida Discount’s track record and its
participation in CPFS, Florida Discount was able to get another stock called BSDS,
which was another reverse merger similar to CPFS.416 Sierp predicted to his customers
that the price performance for BSDS could do the same or better than CPFS, given a
good market.417 Approximately 25 percent of his customers bought BSDS.418
Sierp testified that he sent “risk trading letters” to his customers that disclosed
that they were aware that the stock of CPFS and BSDS could go to zero, based upon the
speculative nature of the investment.419 However, Sierp was not able to produce copies
of such letters to the staff, none was produced to the staff during their on-site examination
of the firm in September 2002, and none of Sierp’s customers who testified at the hearing
received one.420
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Sierp participated in the no net-selling practices at Florida Discount, and engaged
in coordinated cross transactions between customer accounts at Florida Discount,
including crosses between his own customers’ accounts.421 On February 12, 2002, Sierp
sold BSDS in RL’s IRA account, while, on the same day, he purchased BSDS in RL’s
regular account.422 On numerous occasions he swapped CPFS and BSDS in GD’s
account, RL’s accounts, and RM’s account.423
Sierp was also fully aware of Rich’s practice of holding customer market orders,
including those for Sierp’s customers, for days without execution.424 Sierp knew that
Rich would very often change the prices and share amounts on Sierp’s tickets.425 In
doing so, Rich would expend any money in the customer’s account without the
customer’s authorization.426 Rich told Sierp that he changed the share amounts and
prices on customer tickets because there was no reason to leave any cash in customers’
accounts.427 However, Sierp told his customers that he bought more shares because the
price was lower.428 Sierp would have an unauthorized transaction reversed only if a
client complained, but he had only one or two of those transactions reversed.429
421
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Three former customers testified during the hearing about Sierp’s acts and
practices in soliciting CPFS and BSDS:
1. Customer RM
Customer RM is an 80-year-old, self-employed farmer and equipment dealer from
Baltimore, Ohio.430 After a cold call by Sierp and several more phone conversations with
him, at some time before February 2002, RM opened an account with Sierp at Florida
Discount.431 RM’s investment objective was to earn income, “something better than
interest.”432 Sierp opened RM’s account with a purchase of Office Max stock, made
some money on the stock, and thereby gained RM’s trust.433 By February 13, 2002, on
Sierp’s recommendation, RM sold the Office Max stock and invested the funds solely in
CPFS.434 Beginning in May 2002, Sierp began recommending that RM purchase BSDS.
On May 7, 2002, Sierp had RM sell almost 4,000 shares of CPFS for $20,638.77, and buy
almost 2,500 shares of BSDS for a nearly identical $20,721.435
In recommending CPFS and BSDS to RM, Sierp did not disclose any negative
information about those companies.436 He did not disclose that they were nonoperational shells or blank check companies, with no relevant operating histories, no
significant financial resources, and no revenues or earnings from operations.437 Sierp
failed to inform RM that he had done little research on CPFS and BSDS or that there was
430
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a lack of available information on BSDS.438 Sierp generally informed RM that there are
risks associated with investing in any securities, but he did not disclose that each
company’s auditors had warned that they may not be able to continue as going
concerns.439 RM would not have purchased CPFS or BSDS had Sierp disclosed such
negative information about them.440
Sierp did not inform RM of the no net-selling policy at Florida Discount, or that
he had been promised incentives for soliciting CPFS and BSDS.441 Neither did Sierp tell
RM that CPFS had an ownership interest in Florida Discount, and that Florida Discount
had a similar financial interest in CPFS.442
There were unreasonable concentrations of CPFS and BSDS in RM’s account.443
In April 2002, Sierp sold RM’s holdings in Knight Trading Group and purchased
additional shares of CPFS.444 As a result, at the end of April 2002, CPFS accounted for
99.9 percent of RM’s total account value.445 On May 7, 2002, Sierp sold the CPFS at
$5.20 and purchased BSDS with the proceeds.446 Just 11 days later, Sierp purchased
2,500 shares of CPFS at $5.77, after RM deposited another $15,000 into his account.447
At the end of May, CPFS and BSDS still constituted RM’s only stock holdings in the
account.448 On August 6, 2002, Sierp swapped almost $39,000 of RM’s CPFS stock for
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almost the same amount of BSDS.449 By the end of August 2002, RM held $142,662 of
CPFS and BSDS in his account and had a cash deficit of $58,891.450
On August 29, 2002, there was an unauthorized purchase of 10,000 shares of
CPFS for $65,015 in RM’s account.451 Prior to the purchase, Sierp recommended this
transaction, even though he was aware of, and concerned about, the CPFS
announcements concerning Spanier as CEO and the acquisition of Muni’s company.452
RM told Sierp that he was not ready to make such a purchase, and he wanted to think
about it over the weekend.453 Nevertheless, a week to 10 days after his conversation with
Sierp, Rich called RM and insisted that RM send in $60,000 to cover the transaction that
had been effected without RM’s authorization. The account statement shows that the
check was received on September 6, 2002.454
RM was not aware that Sierp had left Florida Discount.455 Eventually, RM
transferred his account to Advest at which time he learned that the price of CPFS and
BSDS had fallen.456 RM testified that he lost $137,437 from his investments in CPFS
and BSDS.457 However, some statements are missing from the record, and it is not
possible to determine how gains and losses from securities in the account other than
CPFS and BSDS affected his estimate of loss, or whether Sierp or Rich were ultimately
responsible for the final purchases of CPFS that occurred on August 29 and 30, 2002, and
which totaled $98,180.
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2. Customer RL
Customer RL, 72 years old, lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.458 He has been semiretired since 2001, when he sold his scaffold business.459 After a cold call from Sierp,
RL opened two accounts, a regular account and an IRA account, with Sierp as his broker
at Florida Discount.460 Citing his age, RL told Sierp that all he “wanted to do was to hit
singles and try to make some money.”461 He said he was not interested in speculative
securities, and he was not looking to “hit any home runs.”462
RL purchased CPFS and BSDS on Sierp’s recommendation.463 Sierp told RL that
Wall Street had not paid attention to CPFS, which had a low profile, was making money,
and was going to start acquiring some named companies.464 Sierp told RL that BSDS
was a software company that was also a growth company.465
In recommending CPFS and BSDS to RL, Sierp did not disclose any negative
information about either company.466 He did not inform RL that CPFS and BSDS were
non-operational shells or blank check companies, with no relevant operating histories, no
significant financial resources, and no revenues or earnings from operations.467 He did
not tell RL that he had done little research on CPFS and BSDS or that there was a lack of
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available information on either company.468 He did not inform RL of the risks involved
in investing in CPFS or BSDS, nor did he disclose that each company’s auditors had
warned that they may not be able to continue as going concerns.469
Sierp did not tell RL about the no net-selling policy at Florida Discount or that he
had been promised incentives for soliciting CPFS and BSDS.470 Moreover, Sierp did not
disclose that CPFS had an ownership interest in Florida Discount and that Florida
Discount had a similar financial interest in CPFS.471
RL had inordinate concentrations of CPFS and BSDS in his accounts.472 On July
31, 2002, BSDS accounted for 99.9 percent of RL’s total IRA account value.473 After
swapping all of the BSDS for CPFS, on August 7, 2002, CPFS accounted for 99.9
percent of his total account value.474 The concentration levels in RL’s regular account
were similar. By August 31, 2002, CPFS, which was the only stock RL held in this
account, accounted for 93 percent of RL’s total account value.475
On one occasion, Sierp swapped CPFS for BSDS without RL’s knowledge and
authorization. He called RL after effecting the transactions, and told RL that he had
made him some money, but that RL had to send him another check before the transaction
could go through.476
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Sierp called RL after he had left Florida Discount and told him that there was a
problem at Florida Discount.477 Sierp convinced RL to transfer his account from Florida
Discount to Sierp’s new firm, LH Ross.478 RL estimated that he lost approximately
$30,000 from his investments in CPFS and BSDS.479
3. Customer GD
Customer GD is a 63-year-old software consultant from Framingham,
Massachusetts.480 After repeated calls from Sierp, GD eventually opened an account with
Florida Discount because Sierp kept offering him great stock opportunities that were
going to make him money.481 GD was interested in investing in established tech stocks
that would provide growth.482
GD purchased CPFS and BSDS on Sierp’s recommendation.483 Sierp told GD
that CPFS was an existing group that was being joined by three other groups from around
the country providing security services.484 Sierp told GD that CPFS was a good
investment that would be profitable and make money.485
In recommending CPFS and BSDS to GD, Sierp did not disclose any negative
information about either company.486 GD acknowledged that it was difficult for him to
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recall what Sierp said and did not say about CPFS and BSDS.487 However, he definitely
recalled that Sierp did not inform him that the auditors for both companies had warned
that they may not be able to continue as going concerns.488 He also firmly recalled that
Sierp did not disclose that CPFS and BSDS were non-operational shells or blank check
companies.489
Sierp did not disclose to GD that he had been promised incentives for soliciting
CPFS and BSDS.490 Nor did Sierp tell GD that CPFS had an ownership interest in
Florida Discount and that Florida Discount had a similar financial interest in CPFS.491
Moreover, he failed to tell GD that there was no significant demand for CPFS other than
what was being generated at Florida Discount.492 GD received no written information or
correspondence from Sierp that disclosed any risks of investing in CPFS or BSDS or
provided any other information on the two companies.493
GD had excessive concentrations of CPFS and BSDS in his account.494 For
example, by the end of February 2002, CPFS accounted for $19,707 of GD’s total
account value of $19,712.495 At the end of August 2002, CPFS accounted for $22,766 of
his total account value of $30,514, the balance being held in cash496
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After Sierp left Florida Discount, he asked GD to transfer his account to Sierp at
LH Ross, but GD refused.497 GD believed he lost approximately $13,000 to $15,000
from his investments in CPFS and BSDS.498
E. Mark Eshleman
A self-described experienced broker, Eshleman entered the securities industry as a
general securities representative with Shochet Securities in 1988.499 While with Shochet,
Eshleman was encouraged by Spanier to join Florida Discount.500 Eshleman interviewed
with Harary and Rich, who gave Eshleman a $25,000 check as a “down payment” to
induce him to join Florida Discount.501 Eshleman initially did not intend to take Rich’s
offer because he felt that Florida Discount “wasn’t really my kind of place.”502
Consequently, he never cashed the $25,000 check because, if he had, he would “have to
work for them,”503 and, at the time, he was negotiating for a job with another firm that
was offering him a signing bonus of $75,000.504 However, Eshleman changed his mind
about Rich’s offer. As he put it, the “lure of the money” overcame his misgivings about
Florida Discount.505 He signed an employment contract in June 2001 to become “senior
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vice president” at Florida Discount for $150,000 in bonuses, stock options in CPFS, and a
guarantee that he would have his own private office.506
After resigning from Shochet on July 24, 2001, and before leaving for vacation,
Eshleman went to Florida Discount because he had learned that his license had cleared
and, therefore, according to the terms of his employment contract, he was entitled to
collect his signing bonus of $50,000.507 Rich, however, would not give him the bonus
check and told Eshleman that he would have to wait for Harary to return to the office.508
When Eshleman returned from his vacation, Rich and Harary refused to pay him the
bonus because, according to Rich, not enough of his clients were following him from
Shochet to Florida Discount.509 They told Eshleman that he might be able to earn the
bonus by selling 10,000 shares of CPFS.510
Eshleman was familiar with CPFS because he had looked at the firm’s filings
before joining Florida Discount.511 Rich and Harary told Eshleman that CPFS was going
to buy up other brokerage companies, that “they controlled the whole float;” and they
were going to “take this thing much higher.”512 At that point, Eshleman concluded that
Rich and Harary were not reliable, and that there was a high probability that everything
he had been told was a lie.513 Eshleman protested to Rich that he knew CPFS was “just a
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shell company” that was not appropriate for his clients “at these kind of elevated
prices.”514 Eshleman also believed that “Bruce Rich was a con artist and Paul Harary was
his partner and that ultimately people were going to get hurt.”515
Eshleman knew that remaining at Florida Discount was wrong.516 Nonetheless,
he stayed to collect his promised bonus by selling CPFS. Believing that Rich and Harary
were engaged in a “two-year plan,” and that they “had the ability … to make this thing
happen,” Eshleman concluded that, eventually, he would be able to get out of CPFS, “get
[his] bonus and get out of this place.”517 Accordingly, Eshleman began to recommend
CPFS to his clients.518 In doing so, Eshleman counted on the trust of clients who he
knew would listen to, and follow, his recommendations.519
Eshleman called at least ten clients to recommend and sell them CPFS, often
using the scripts prepared specially for him by Rich. For example, Eshleman sold CPFS
to a married couple, SN and FN, whose ages he estimated to be between 75 and 85 years
old.520 He also sold 1,000 shares of CPFS to HR and his wife; she was blind, they were
both over 75 years of age, and they lived in an adult living center. The funds in their
joint trust account, from which the purchase of CPFS was paid, were to last them the rest
of their lives.521 Eshleman also recalled using the script to induce RC to purchase 2,000
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shares of CPFS.522 In making the sale to RC, Eshleman did not discuss the fundamental
condition of CPFS nor tell RC anything beyond the confines of the script.523 RC
ultimately sold at a loss.524
Although within his first month at Florida Discount, Eshleman knew that CPFS
was a shell, he did not disclose that fact to his customers, nor did he disclose its weak
financial condition.525 Moreover, Eshleman did not disclose that he was promised a
$150,000 bonus and stock options for soliciting CPFS. 526
Eshleman claimed that at one point he “just couldn’t go any further;” at which
time, Rich offered to contact his clients for him, and Eshleman agreed.527 According to
Eshleman, Rich solicited four of his clients to purchase CPFS: HC, MD, JD and OC.528
Eshleman, however, participated in the calls and assisted Rich by introducing the clients
to Rich over the phone.529 Rich pitched them using the language that was taken from the
scripts, while Eshleman remained with him.530
Eshleman was employed as a registered representative at Florida Discount from
July to November 2001.531 During that time, he received a $10,000 signing bonus and a
$5,000 bonus for meeting his “interim quotas on CPFS.”532 Adding these bonuses to his
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commission checks, Eshleman earned a total of $21,894.35 while he was at Florida
Discount.533
One of Eshleman’s clients, OC, a retired physician who was in his 70s, testified at
the hearing.534
Customer OC
OC originally invested in the stock market to help pay for the education of his
children and to save money for retirement.535 He did not consider himself to be a
sophisticated investor, making only conservative investments in blue-chip stocks.536 He
was introduced to Eshleman through a friend.537 OC invested in Pfizer with Eshleman
and received a call from Eshleman when he moved from Shochet to Florida Discount.538
Eshleman then persuaded OC to sell 100 shares of Pfizer in order to purchase 350 shares
of CPFS for $3,602.50.539
OC and Eshleman disagree about whether it was Eshleman or Rich who
persuaded OC to sell his shares of Pfizer and purchase 350 shares of CPFS. OC testified
that he was “pretty sure” that it was Eshleman who spoke with him, because OC was
familiar with his voice.540 OC also took contemporaneous notes, and, referring to them,
he recalled being told that CPFS was a good company; was trading at ten and a quarter;
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and would give him a 15% return in a few months.541 OC’s account records confirm he
purchased 350 shares of CPFS at $10.25 per share.542 Based on the consistency between
OC’s testimony and his contemporary notes, in addition to Eshleman’s testimony that he
believes that he received the commissions on the trades, the Hearing Panel credits OC’s
testimony.543 OC was not familiar with the term “shell company,” and Eshleman failed
to tell him that CPFS had no operating history or revenues, that it had minimal assets, and
was unlikely to continue to stay in business unless it could obtain additional financial
resources.544 OC would not have purchased the stock had he known the truth about
CPFS.545 His shares are now virtually worthless.546
IV. Failures to Update Form U-4
Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp were each notified by letter that he was the
subject of an investigation relating to his activity while associated with Florida Discount,
and was further advised of his obligation to update his Form U-4 to disclose that he was
the subject of such investigation.547 All of them understood that it was their obligation to
ensure that their Forms U-4 were properly updated.548 However, each failed to update
and amend his Form U-4 within 30 days of learning of the facts and circumstances giving
rise to the amendment.549
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Each Respondent testified that he provided a copy of his Wells submission to LH
Ross, with the expectation that the firm would update the Form U-4 to reflect receipt of
the Wells letter notifying him that he was the subject of an investigation.550 However,
they all failed to verify that their CRD records were properly updated.551
Forman never disclosed the investigation on his CRD records.552 Fernandez did
not disclose this matter on his Form U-4 until August 25, 2004, almost a year after
receiving the Wells letter and almost two months after the Complaint had been filed in
this matter.553 Norris did not disclose this matter on his Form U-4 until September 8,
2004, more than a year after receiving the Wells letter and more than two months after
the Complaint had been filed in this matter.554 Sierp never disclosed NASD’s
investigation, even though he amended his Form U-4 eight times from October 10, 2003,
through his departure from the industry in June 2004.555
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Discussion and Conclusions
I. Respondents Engaged in Fraudulent Sales Practices, in Violation of
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Rule 10b-5
thereunder, and NASD Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310, and IM-2310.
To establish a violation of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act556 and Rule
10b-5,557 the evidence must show that in connection with the purchase or sale of a
security, a respondent, acting with scienter,558 either: (a) employed a device, scheme or
artifice to defraud, or (b) made untrue statements of material fact or omitted to state
material facts necessary, or (c) engaged in acts, practices or a course of business that
operated or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon persons.559 Recklessness suffices to
show scienter.560 Here, the Complaint alleges that Respondents violated each subpart of
SEC Rule 10b-5.
NASD Conduct Rule 2120 is the functional equivalent of Rule 10b-5.561
Accordingly, the analysis concerning Rule 10b-5 also applies to Conduct Rule 2120. In
addition, Rule 2110 is violated whenever a respondent engages in unethical conduct.562
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Conduct violative of Rule 10b-5 and Conduct Rule 2120 also violates Conduct Rule
2110.563
A. Participation in the Scheme to Defraud
Eshleman, Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp knowingly participated in an
unlawful, fraudulent, and deceptive scheme, orchestrated by Rich, to solicit the purchase
and sale of the common stock of CPFS and BSDS by unsuspecting members of the
public. From March 2001 to September 2002, Florida Discount was a boiler room
operation in which the Respondents engaged in a variety of fraudulent and deceptive
sales practices that included using misleading sales scripts, making misrepresentations
and omissions of material facts, making unsuitable recommendations, engaging in a no
net-selling practice, and effecting unauthorized transactions in customer accounts. In so
doing, they disregarded their fiduciary duties to, and obligations of fair dealing with, their
customers, while at the same time, they profited from ill-gotten gains through
commissions and incentives they received.
“No express ‘agreement’ is necessary to establish the existence of a scheme to
defraud. It is enough that each of the individual respondents knowingly joined or
participated in a common undertaking that he knew or should have known was
fraudulent.”564 There also is no requirement that an individual be involved in every stage
of a manipulative or fraudulent scheme to sustain a violation under Section 10(b) and
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Rule 10b-5.565 Nor does a co-schemer have to be familiar with every facet of the
scheme.566
Respondents attempted to shift responsibility for their misconduct to Rich, the
mastermind of the scheme. However, regardless of any regulatory violations by Rich,
these Respondents are not excused from their own obligations to comply with regulatory
requirements.567 The evidence demonstrates that each Respondent knowingly and
recklessly participated in the fraudulent scheme. As Eshleman put it, he knew from the
beginning that Rich was a “con artist” and that “people were going to get hurt.”
B. Material Misrepresentations and Omissions
The purpose of Section 10(b)-5(b) is to “substitute a philosophy of full
disclosure for the philosophy of caveat emptor, and thus to ensure that investors obtain
disclosure of material facts in connection with their investment decisions regarding the
purchase or sale of securities.”568 The standard for materiality is an objective one,
requiring consideration of "whether the reasonable investor would consider a fact
important" in making an investment decision,569 or whether disclosure would
"significantly alter...the 'total mix' of information made available."570 Material facts
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include not only earnings of a company, but also those facts that affect the probable
future of a company and that may affect the desires of investors to buy, sell, or hold the
securities.571 The speculative nature of a security and the risks associated with it, as well
as information about the financial condition of a company are all material facts.572 The
SEC has consistently held that a specific price prediction regarding a speculative security
is material.573 Finally, undisclosed payments to brokers are material facts that should be
disclosed to investors due to an actual or potential conflict of interest.574 Any failure to
disclose such payments violates the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws.575
The duty of fair dealing requires that stock brokers have an adequate basis for
their recommendations, and those recommendations should be based on reasonable
investigation.576 Accordingly, a respondent cannot plead ignorance as a defense to
recklessness if a reasonable investigation would have revealed the truth to the
respondent.577 Registered representatives have an affirmative duty to investigate the
securities they recommend to customers to ensure that they have an adequate basis for
their recommendations and statements made to customers to support their
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recommendations.578 Consequently, registered representatives cannot ignore their duty to
investigate and avoid liability for fraud by relying on what their employers tell them.579
Each of the Respondents used the scripts, whether verbatim or as guidance, to
misrepresent to customers that CPFS and BSDS (1) were oversubscribed securities that
were available to customers of Florida Discount on a privileged basis, (2) about to merge
with or acquire other valuable companies, (3) about to announce important events, and
(4) sure to increase in price significantly. Each of the Respondents either knew, or
should have known, and did not inform his customers, that CPFS and BSDS had no
relevant operating history, no significant financial resources, and their auditors
questioned their ability to continue as going concerns. Each of the Respondents failed to
inform his customers that he could not, or did not, do any due diligence on either
company, but that he was relying on what Bruce Rich told him about CPFS and BSDS,
and, therefore, had no adequate basis upon which to recommend those stocks or to predict
their price performance. Each of the Respondents failed to inform his customers of any
risks of investing in those two issues, or that there would be difficulty in selling those
shares because the float was controlled by Florida Discount which had a no net-selling
policy to which he was, in fact, adhering. Finally, each of the Respondents failed to
inform his customers that he was promised bonuses, stock options, and other incentives
for selling CPFS and BSDS to them.
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The foregoing misrepresentations and omissions were clearly material; they
altered the total mix of information made available to customers, and were critical to the
customers’ decisions to invest in the two securities. Each Respondent recommended the
purchase of those two securities solely on the basis that the prices were rising, although
they had no idea why the prices were rising. The NASD investigation was prompted by
the question raised in an Internet article: how can a shell company with no cash, no
revenues, no business, and no immediate prospects be selling at prices above six dollars a
share? Either the Respondents knew the answer to that question − Florida Discount
controlled the float and was responsible for almost all of the trading activity that pumped
up the price − and intentionally deceived their customers, or they were reckless in not
answering that question before soliciting purchases of stock from their customers.
C. Fraudulent and Deceitful Acts and Practices
1. Unauthorized Trading
Unauthorized trading in a customer’s account is illegal and violates Rule 10b-5
when committed with “deception, misrepresentation or nondisclosure.”580 The SEC and
NASD have consistently held that unauthorized trading in a customer’s account violates
Conduct Rule 2110.581
Here, Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp effected unauthorized transactions in
their customers’ accounts. In addition to effecting those unauthorized transactions, they
also knew that Rich was altering tickets in order to use all remaining cash in their
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customers’ accounts. They either merely acquiesced in the practice of buying more
shares than were ordered by the customer, or, when confronted by the customer,
attempted to justify the larger purchase. In no case was the customer told that the tickets
were altered, that Rich was using up available cash, or that any justification for the
unauthorized trade was merely a pretext.
2. Coordinated Cross Transactions and Swapping
By participating in coordinated cross transactions and swapping CPFS and BSDS
in their customers’ accounts, Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp insured that the price
of those two securities would rise, consistent with the no net-selling policy at Florida
Discount. Shares that one of them bought or sold for a customer would be bought or sold
by another for one or more of his customers. Moreover, each of them sold either CPFS
or BSDS in one of his customers’ accounts on the same day he bought the same stock for
another of his customers. These practices were fraudulent and deceptive because they
gave the appearance of making money for their customers as the prices were rising, while
they were generating significant commissions for themselves.
3. Unsuitable Transactions
Conduct Rule 2310(a) provides that, in recommending a purchase of a security to
a customer, a broker "shall have reasonable grounds for believing that the
recommendation is suitable for such customer upon the basis of the facts, if any,
disclosed by such customer as to his other security holdings and his financial situation
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and needs." Unsuitable trading can also violate the antifraud provisions of the federal
securities laws.582
When, as here, a broker is recommending that customers purchase low-priced
securities, the broker has a heightened duty of ascertaining the suitability of the
investment for each customer.583 Even if a customer seeks to engage in highly
speculative or otherwise aggressive trading, a broker is under a duty to refrain from
making recommendations that are incompatible with the customer's financial profile.584
Moreover, representatives must not recommend purchases that lead to unsuitably high
concentrations in the customer's account of a particular security or group of securities that
are speculative.585
In this case, because CPFS and BSDS were worth, at most, pennies a share, and
were being pushed so hard by Rich and his partners that the prices were rising to $14 for
CPFS and almost $9 for BSDS, the two stocks were clearly unsuitable for any customer.
There was no reasonable basis upon which any of the Respondents could have
recommended either stock. They either knew, or were reckless in not knowing, that the
prices were rising only because they were being pumped up by the activity at Florida
Discount. In fact, the only positive factor that any of the Respondents could cite for
582
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recommending either stock was that the price was rising, although they claimed that they
did not know the reason for the rise. Nevertheless, as account records in evidence
demonstrate, they recommended that their customers sell “blue-chip” stocks, large-cap
stocks, tax-free and corporate bonds, annuities, and other assets, − in many cases,
investments that were made to secure their retirements or provide for their heirs − to buy
shares of CPFS and BSDS. Those purchases resulted in inordinate concentrations of
those stocks in their customers’ accounts, exposing those customers to extreme risk of
loss. Each Respondent knew, or had reason to know, that their recommendations to buy
CPFS and BSDS were unsuitable for their customers, both qualitatively and
quantitatively, and they failed to inform those customers of the risks involved in investing
in them.
By virtue of the foregoing activities and practices, the Extended Hearing Panel
concludes that Fernandez, Forman, Norris, Sierp, and Eshleman engaged in fraudulent
sales practices, in violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Rule
10b-5 thereunder, and NASD Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310, and IM-2310.
II. Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp Each Failed to Update and
Amend His Form U-4 After Receiving Notice That He Was a Subject
of an NASD Investigation, in Violation of NASD Conduct Rule 2110,
IM-1000-1, and Article V, Section 2(c), of NASD By-Laws
Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp each failed to update his Form U-4 to
reflect that he had received a Wells notice that he was a subject of the investigation that
led to the filing of the Complaint in this matter.586 Article V, Section 2(c), of NASD’s
By-Laws obligates registered representatives to keep their application for registration
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current by filing supplementary amendments. Form U-4 notifies registered persons to
“update this form by causing an amendment to be filed on a timely basis whenever
changes occur to answers previously reported.”587 Such amendments shall be filed with
NASD within 30 days after learning of the facts or circumstances giving rise to the
amendment.588
By early September 2003, Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp each received a
Wells notice that reminded him of his obligation to disclose on his Form U-4 his status as
a subject of NASD’s investigation. Each of them responded in writing to the Wells
notice. However, each failed to update his Form U-4 to disclose that he was the subject
of an investigation.
Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp testified that they provided a copy of their
Wells notices to LH Ross, expecting that firm to update their Forms U-4. However,
merely providing a copy of a Wells notice to a representative’s firm is not a defense to
the failure to update a Form U-4. Both the SEC and NASD have stated that the
responsibility for maintaining the accuracy of the Form U-4, by updating the information
as necessary, lies with the registered representative.589 That responsibility cannot be
shifted to the firm or a supervisor.590 Moreover, none of those Respondents verified that
his Form U-4 was updated. Consequently, by failing to update their Forms U-4,
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Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp violated Registration Rule IM-1000-1, Conduct
Rule 2110, and Article V, Section 2(c), of NASD’s By-Laws.591
Sanctions
For intentional or reckless misrepresentations or material omissions of fact, the
NASD Sanction Guidelines recommend a fine of $10,000 to $100,000 and a suspension
for a period of 10 business days to two years. 592 In egregious cases, the Guidelines
recommend a bar.593 For unsuitable recommendations, the Guidelines recommend a fine
of $2,500 to $75,000, and a suspension for a period of 10 business days to one year.594 In
egregious cases, the Guidelines recommend consideration of a longer suspension or a
bar.595 For unauthorized trading, the Guidelines recommend a fine of $5,000 to $75,000
and a suspension in any or all capacities for ten business days to one year.596 In
egregious cases, the suspension may be increased up to two years or a bar may be
imposed.597
The violations all arise out of a common underlying cause − knowing and/or
reckless participation in a scheme to defraud customers by inducing them, by means of
misrepresentation and omissions of material facts, and other fraudulent sales practices, to
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purchase shares of CPFS and BSDS. Accordingly, the Extended Hearing Panel
aggregates the misconduct for purposes of imposing severe sanctions.598
Violations of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Rule 10b-5
thereunder, and NASD Conduct Rules 2110, 2120, 2310, and IM-2310
Each of the Respondents actively participated in the scheme to defraud, a scheme
that was masterminded by Rich and his associates. Each knew that (1) information on
CPFS and BSDS was scant, (2) Rich would not allow them access to whatever
information he had in his “due diligence” files, (3) no significant news occurred which
would justify the increases in the prices of the stocks, (4) they were promised bonuses
and other incentives for pushing the stocks on customers, (5) Rich would not stand for
any sales of stock without corresponding purchases of the same stock by other customers,
(6) they facilitated the no net-selling policy by engaging in cross-transactions and
swapping one stock for the other, (7) sales to their clients were unsuitable for them, (8)
their clients had unreasonable concentrations of the two stocks in their accounts, (9) they
made those sales by use of misrepresentations and omissions of material facts, and, (10)
either they or Rich caused unauthorized transactions in those stocks to be effected in their
customers’ accounts.
The evidence of their individual culpability is strong. Eshleman, who hoped
eventually to receive his promised bonuses, testified that he was in too deep to get out.
He said that although he saw the financial reports, and realized the stock was a sham, he
continued to convince customers to transfer stock to Florida Discount in order to buy
CPFS. He characterized his conduct as a “moral lapse.” Forman could not explain how a
shell company such as BSDS could purportedly own a software company valued at $1
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million, as he represented to his customers. Fernandez testified that he wouldn’t know
what a 10-K or 10-Q was. He said it was “Greek to me.” Norris never saw any financial
filings for CPFS or BSDS, and never asked to see any. Sierp knew that Rich was using
up all funds in customers’ accounts.
Each of these Respondents engaged in egregious conduct. They were motivated
by the potential of significant monetary gain, to the detriment of the interests of their
clients. They never questioned why there had been a run up in the price of the shares of
CPFS and BSDS stock in the absence of any favorable news, and they disregarded a
myriad of "red flags" that made Eshleman, and would have made any rational observer,
highly suspicious of the circumstances, and question what was taking place.
Forman, Fernandez, Norris, and Sierp attempted to portray themselves as whistleblowers who alerted the NASD to the activities at Florida Discount. However, regardless
of whether they retained their counsel a week before the NASD examination of Florida
Discount on September 10, 2002 (as they claim), or at any other time before, or during,
the staff examination, the NASD staff had begun its investigation into CPFS and Florida
Discount in late July 2002, and there is no evidence that these Respondents provided any
information to NASD staff that influenced the investigation in any way that had a
material effect on its nature, scope, or direction. Accordingly, the Extended Hearing
Panel does not find that they “blew the whistle” on Rich and the scheme to defraud.
Their retention of counsel was intended to protect their own interests and limit their
liability for customer trading losses. As registered representatives, their cooperation in
the investigation was obligatory.
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Given the circumstances, and the absence of any mitigating factors, the Extended
Hearing Panel concludes that, in order to protect the investing public, each of the
Respondents should be barred from associating with any member firm in any capacity.
In light of the bars, no fines will be imposed.
In the penultimate paragraph of the Department of Market Regulation’s brief, it
seeks an order of restitution in the total amount of more than $1 million, plus interest, for
the benefit of 12 customers, to be assessed jointly and severally against the five named
Respondents, in addition to the defaulting Respondents, Callichio, Celestin, and Kimmel.
However, although the Department of Market Regulation seeks specific amounts for each
customer, for all except two customers, there is insufficient evidence upon which the
Extended Hearing Panel can determine a “quantifiable loss” by the customer.599 There
are a variety of deficiencies in the evidence: the amount invested in CPFS and/or BSDS
cannot be determined because a number of account statements are missing; the amount of
any recoupment, as a result of the sale of the two stocks or a settlement with another
broker-dealer, is not supplied; there is no evidence that certain customers mitigated their
losses by selling stock when the Respondents informed them of events at Florida
Discount and recommended that they sell; some calculations of loss are based on the
increased value of the stock as a result of rising prices, rather than based on the amount of
money or the value of securities the customers deposited in order to buy the stocks; and
the bases for some calculations are supported only by the customers’ unsupported
estimates of loss.
The Extended Hearing Panel will order restitution to the following two customers
who have demonstrated a quantifiable loss:
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1. Customer MH
MH bought some stock in CPFS and BSDS from John Heilman and Charles
Celestin before he began buying them from Forman. While Forman may not be held
accountable for losses on those shares, it is clear that Forman was responsible for the
unauthorized sale of $47,815 in stocks and bonds that were transferred from MH’s
Merrill Lynch account in order to purchase 10,000 shares of CPFS.600 Subtracting the
amount he recouped from the sale of those shares, $6,700, his quantifiable loss amounts
to $41,115. Forman will be ordered to pay that amount to MH, plus interest, calculated in
accordance with Section 6621 of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 6621(a)(2),
from September 16, 2002, Forman’s last day at Florida Discount, until paid.
2. Customer GW
GW opened his account with Norris at Florida Discount by depositing $11,555 on
May 16, 2002. He made another deposit, in the amount of $7,007, on June 24, 2002.
Those deposits were invested only in CPFS and BSDS.601 After GW transferred his
account from Florida Discount to Norris at LH Ross, he was able to recoup less than
$3,000. Accordingly, GW lost at least $15,557.71. Norris will be ordered to pay that
amount to GW, plus interest, calculated in accordance with Section 6621 of the Internal
Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 6621(a)(2), from September 16, 2002, Norris’s last day at
Florida Discount, until paid.
The Extended Hearing Panel declines to order restitution on a joint and several
basis because no one Respondent has been shown to have been responsible for the actions
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of the others. Moreover, some Respondents were not employed at Florida Discount when
transactions were effected by other Respondents in their customers’ accounts.
Violations of NASD Conduct Rule 2110, IM-1000-1, and Article V,
Section 2(c), of NASD By-Laws
In light of the bars, the imposition of further sanctions for failures by Fernandez,
Forman, Norris, and Sierp to update their Forms U-4 after receiving notice that they were
the subjects of an NASD investigation would be redundant.602
Conclusion
Mark W. Eshleman, Fernando Fernandez, Adam T. Forman, Shannon L. Norris,
and Kristian F. Sierp are barred from associating with any member firm in any capacity,
for engaging in fraudulent sales practices, in violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and SEC Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and NASD Conduct Rules 2110,
2120, 2310, and IM-2310-2. Adam T. Forman is also ordered to pay $41,115 to customer
MH, plus interest, calculated in accordance with Section 6621 of the Internal Revenue
Code, 26 U.S.C. § 6621(a)(2), from September 16, 2002, until paid. Shannon L. Norris is
ordered to pay $15,557.71 to customer GW, plus interest, calculated in accordance with
Section 6621 of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 6621(a)(2), from September 16,
2002, until paid. In light of the bars, no fines will be imposed, nor will Fernandez,
Forman, Norris, or Sierp be sanctioned for failure to update their Forms U-4 as charged.
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Eshleman, Fernandez, Forman, Norris, and Sierp are assessed, jointly and severally, total
costs of $11,317, consisting of an administrative fee of $750, plus a transcript fee of
$10,567.

SO ORDERED.
___________________________
Alan W. Heifetz
Hearing Officer
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